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ESSENTIAL IDEAS
■

■

■
■

The basic laws of mechanics have an extension when equivalent principles are applied to
rotation. Actual objects have dimensions and they require an expansion of the
point-particle model to consider the possibility of different points on an object having
different states of motion and/or different velocities.
The first law of thermodynamics relates the change in the internal energy of a system
to the energy transferred and the work done. The entropy of the universe tends to a
maximum.
Fluids cannot be modelled as point particles. Their distinguishable response to
compression from solids creates a set of characteristics that require an in-depth study.
In the real world, damping occurs in oscillators and has implications that need to be
considered.

14.1 (B1: Core) Rigid bodies and rotational
dynamics – the basic laws of mechanics have an extension when equivalent

principles are applied to rotation; actual objects have dimensions and they require an
expansion of the point-particle model to consider the possibility of different points on
an object having different states of motion and/or different velocities

In Chapter 2 we discussed translational motion in which objects have their linear velocities
changed by the action of resultant forces, resulting in accelerations and changes of position.
Newton’s three laws of motion were used to explain and predict the movement of masses in
terms of the forces acting on them.
In this section we will consider how similar ideas can be applied to objects that are able to
rotate. A rotation is the circular movement of an object around a point or an axis. If the centre
of rotation is within the object, the object can be described as spinning. If the axis is outside the
object, the object can be described as revolving. See Figure 14.1. Observations and measurements
made on fairground rides provide interesting data for use in this section.
■■ Figure 14.1 Many
fairground rides
involve spinning and
revolving

Rotational dynamics is the name given to the branch of physics and engineering that deals with
the motion of rotating objects. In this chapter we will discuss only rigid bodies – objects that
keep their shape.
This topic has many applications including engines, electrical generators and motors (most
involve continuous rotations including those transferred to easily observed motion in wheels,
vehicle propellers and wind generators), balls, planets, galaxies and stars.
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■■ Torque
In any situation where rotation may be possible it is important to first identify the place about
which the rotation can occur. Most commonly this will involve an axis of rotation. (The terms
pivot, hinge and fulcrum are also widely used for various situations in which rotation is not
complete or continuous.)
The line of action of a force is a straight line showing the direction in which the force is
applied. Any force applied to an object whose line of action is not through the axis of rotation
will tend to start or change rotational motion, if that is possible.
Clearly, bigger forces will tend to produce higher accelerations but the line of action
(direction) of the force is also very important. See Figure 14.2.
■■ Figure 14.2 Forces
of equal magnitude
but different
directions

line of action
of force F3

r
F1
θ
r sin θ
axis of
rotation

F3

F2

Of the three forces shown in Figure 14.2, F1 has no turning effect because its line of action
is through the axis of rotation. F2 has the biggest turning effect because its line of action is
perpendicular to a line joining its point of application to the axis. F3 has an effect between these
two extremes. The turning effect also depends on the distance, r, from the axis of rotation to the
line of action of the force.
In general, the ‘turning effect’ of a force, F, is known as its torque, Γ, and it depends on the
magnitude of the force and the perpendicular distance from the axis of rotation to the line of
action of the force (sometimes called the lever arm). In Figure 14.2 this is shown for force F3 as
r sin θ, where θ is the angle between the line of action of the force and a line joining the point
of application of the force to the axis of rotation; r is the distance from the axis of rotation to the
point of application of the force. Torque is defined as follows:

Γ = Fr sin θ
This equation is given in the Physics data booklet.
In some circumstances, torque is also called the moment of a force. Torque has the unit
N m (not N m−1), but note that it is not equivalent to the unit of energy, the joule, which is
also N m.
Worked example
1

Consider Figure 14.2.
a If r = 48 cm, what torque is produced by a force of 35 N applied along the line of action of F2?
b What value of F3 would produce the same torque as in (a) if the angle θ = 37°?
a

Γ = Fr  sin θ
= 35 × 0.48 × sin 90°
= 17 N m

b 17 = F3 × 0.48 × sin 37°
17
F3 =
= 59 N
0.29
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Combining torques
Torque is a vector quantity, although generally we will only be concerned as to whether a torque
tends to produce clockwise or anticlockwise motion.
When more than one torque acts on a body the resultant torque can be found by addition,
but clockwise and anticlockwise torques will oppose each other and the ‘direction’ of torques
must be taken into account when determining the resultant. (This is sometimes expressed as the
principle of moments.)

Couples
A couple is the name given to a pair of equal-sized forces that have different lines of action but
which are parallel to each other and act in opposite directions, tending to cause rotation.
A couple produces no resultant force on an object, so there is no translational acceleration; it will
remain in the same location. Figure 14.3 shows a typical example, a couple used to turn a wheel.
Other examples of using couples are the forces on a tap being turned, the forces on a bar magnet
placed in a magnetic field, the forces on the pedals of a bicycle and the forces on a spinning motor.
The magnitude of the torque provided by a couple is simply twice the magnitude of the
torque provided by each of the two individual forces, Γ = 2Fr sin θ. See Figure 14.4.
F
r
r
θ

F

r sin θ
r sin θ

θ

F

F
■■ Figure 14.3 A couple used to turn a
steering wheel

■■ Figure 14.4 Calculating the
torque provided by a couple

If a single force acts on an object (which is free to move in any direction) but not through its
centre of mass, it will tend to change both its rotational and translational motion.
1

To loosen a nut on an engine a torque of 48 N m is required. What is the minimum force with which this
can be achieved if the length of the spanner (wrench) used is 23 cm?

2

a Determine the torque provided by the couple shown in Figure 14.4 if the force is 42 N, r = 8.3 cm and
the angle θ is 53°.
b Sketch a graph to show how the torque varies when the object moves from horizontal to vertical
(assume that the directions of the forces do not change).

3

Consider Figure 14.4. Does the magnitude of the torque provided by the couple depend on the position of
the axis of rotation? Explain your answer.

■■ Moment of inertia
Inertia is that property of an object that resists changes of motion (accelerations). For
translational motion, the inertia of an object depends only on its mass (the object is assumed to
be free of all other forces, such as friction). In other words, larger masses require bigger forces
(than smaller masses) to produce equal accelerations. We say that larger masses have higher
inertia, and that mass can be considered as a measure of inertia. Newton’s first and second laws
can be expressed in terms of inertia, but the concept of inertia was not included in Chapter 2
when Newton’s laws were introduced.

3
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■■ Figure 14.5
Different axes can
produce different
moments of inertia
for the same object

A
axis of rotation

B

Resistance to rotational motion also depends on the mass of
the object, and also on how the mass is distributed about the axis
of rotation. Consider Figure 14.5. Object A will require more force
to produce a certain acceleration than object B, which has the
same mass and shape but a different axis of rotation.
Resistance to a change of rotational motion of an object is
quantified by its moment of inertia, I, which depends on the
distribution of mass around the chosen axis of rotation.

The simplest object to consider is a point mass. The moment of inertia of a point mass, m,
rotating at a distance r from its axis of rotation is given by:
I = mr2
The unit of moment of inertia is kg m2. Most spherical objects can be considered to behave like
masses concentrated at their centre points.
Nature of Science

Point particles
A point particle (also sometimes called an ‘ideal’ particle) is a concept used widely in physics,
such as in work on gravitational and electric fields. A point particle does not occupy any space
and whenever we refer to a real mass as behaving like a point mass, we are suggesting that we do
not need to be concerned about its actual shape or size. For example, a mass that behaves as a
point mass has properties that depend only on the magnitude of that mass.
The concept of a point particle simplifies the physics involved in any theory; such an
assumption may be reasonable for a particle that is a relatively long way away, and it may be
valid for spherical, homogeneous particles under most circumstances. Even if the assumption is
not reasonable, the basic theory can be adapted to suit individual circumstances.
Worked example
2

What is the moment of inertia of a 10 g simple pendulum of length 75 cm?
I = mr 2
= 0.01 × 0.752
= 5.6 × 10 −3 kg m2 (assuming the pendulum can be considered to act as a point mass)

The moment of inertia of any real, extended mass can be determined by the addition of the
individual moments of inertia of its particles. This is represented by:
I = Σmr2
This equation is given in the Physics data booklet (the symbol Σ means ‘sum of’).
This equation can be used to determine the moment of inertia of various different shapes.
Some examples are given below, but there is no need to remember them or know how they were
derived because equations will be provided in the examination paper if needed:
2
● solid sphere of radius r about an axis through its centre: mr2
5
1
● solid cylinder or disc of radius r with a central axis (parallel to sides): mr2
2
● thin-walled hollow cylinder of radius r with a central axis (parallel to sides): mr2
1
● thin rod of length L, axis perpendicular to rod through centre: mL2
12
1
● thin rod of length L, axis perpendicular to rod through end: mL2
3
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Utilizations

Flywheels
Flywheels are designed to have large moments of inertia. They are added to the axes of rotating
machinery to resist changes of motion and/or to store rotational kinetic energy. They are used in
modern machinery, but Figure 14.6 shows an old-fashioned example, a potter’s wheel. The large
wheel at the bottom is kicked for a while until the system is spinning quickly. After that, because
it has a large moment of inertia, there will be no need to keep kicking the wheel continuously.

■■ Figure 14.6 A flywheel on a potter’s wheel

Flywheels can be useful for maintaining rotations in machines that do not have continuous
power supplies. To do this they will usually need to be able to store relatively large amounts of
kinetic energy.
1 Estimate the kinetic energy stored in a flywheel of mass 100 kg and radius 30 cm if it is
spinning at a rate of 50 revolutions every second. (Use the equation EK = 12 Iω 2, which is
explained later in this section.)

4

For the five different moments of inertia listed above, draw diagrams to represent their shapes and axes of
rotation.

5

Estimate the moment of inertia of the Earth in its orbit around the Sun (mass of Earth ≈ 6 × 1024 kg,
distance to Sun ≈ 150 Mkm).

6

a What is the moment of inertia of a spinning golf ball of mass 46 g and radius 21 mm?
b What assumption did you make in answering (a)?
axis of rotation
a Suggest why the equation I = mr 2 can be used to approximate the
moment of inertia of a bicycle wheel.
b Calculate a value for the moment of inertia of a typical bicycle wheel
by first estimating its mass and radius.

7

8

9

Figure 14.7 shows an arrangement in which two spherical masses,
each of mass 2.0 kg are rotating about an axis that is 35 cm from
both of their centres.
a If the rod has a mass of 400 g and a length of 56 cm, determine
the overall moment of inertia of this arrangement.
b What percentage does the rod contribute to the overall moment of
inertia of the system?

35 cm

35 cm

■■ Figure 14.7

The flywheel shown in Figure 14.8 may be considered to be a steel
cylinder (density 7800 kg m−3) of outer radius 40 cm and depth 12 cm,
but with the central section (of outer radius 18 cm) missing.
a Use this simplification to estimate its moment of inertia. Ignore the
supporting structure.
b Research any one practical application of a flywheel and explain in
detail why the flywheel is used.
■■ Figure 14.8 Flywheel

5
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■■ Rotational and translational equilibrium
If an object remains at rest or continues to move in exactly the same way, it is described as being
in equilibrium.
Translational equilibrium occurs when there is no resultant force acting on an object, so that
it remains stationary or continues to move with a constant velocity (that is, in a straight line at a
constant speed).
Rotational equilibrium occurs when there is no resultant torque acting on an object, so that it
remains stationary or continues to rotate with a constant angular velocity.

■■ Angular acceleration
Remember from Chapter 6 that angular velocity of an object rotating uniformly can be
calculated from:
ω = 2π = 2πf
T

This equation is given in the Physics data booklet. The unit of angular velocity is rad s−1.
If an object experiences a resultant torque, it will have an angular acceleration (a change to
its angular velocity).
Angular acceleration, α, is defined as the rate of change of angular velocity with time:
Δω
α=
Δt
So that, when an angular velocity changes from ωi to ωf in a time, t, the angular acceleration, α,
is given by:
ω − ωi
α= f
t
or:
ωf = ωi + αt

This equation is given in the Physics data booklet. It is comparable to v = u + at for translational
motion.
Angular acceleration has the unit rad s−2.

Relating angular acceleration to linear acceleration
We know from Chapter 6 that:
v = ωr
so that:
α=

Δω Δv
=
Δt
rΔt

or:
α=

a
r

This equation is not given in the Physics data booklet.

■■ Equations of rotational motion for uniform angular

acceleration
The following equations were used in Chapter 2 to describe translational motion at constant
linear acceleration:
s = ut + 12 at2
v2 = u2 + 2as
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We have already noted similarities between the concepts and equations used in linear and
rotational mechanics, and this can be continued by using the analogy to write down two further
equations that describe rotational motion with constant angular acceleration:

θ = ω it + 12 αt2
ω f2 = ω i2 + 2αθ

These equations are given in the Physics data booklet.
10 The circumference of the London Eye (Figure 14.9) can rotate
continuously at a speed of 26 cm  s−1. Its radius is 60 m.
a Calculate its angular velocity.
b Calculate how many minutes it takes to complete one
revolution.
11 The outer rim of a bicycle wheel of radius 32 cm has a linear
acceleration of 0.46 m s−2.
a What is the angular acceleration of the wheel?
b If it starts from rest, what time is needed for the wheel to
accelerate to a rate of three revolutions every second?
12 A wheel accelerates for 5.0 s from rest at 5.2 rad s−2.
a What is its angular velocity at the end of 5 s?
b What is its total angular displacement in this time?
c How many rotations does it complete in 5 s?
d After 5.0 s the accelerating torque is removed and the wheel
decelerates at a constant rate to become stationary again after
18.2 s. How many rotations are completed during this time?
13 A rotating fan blade has an angular velocity of 7.4 rad s−1. It is
■ Figure 14.9 The London Eye
then made to accelerate for 1.8 s, during which time it passes
through an angular displacement of 26.1 rad. Calculate the angular acceleration of the fan blade.
14 A machine spinning at 3000 revolutions per minute (rpm) is accelerated to 6000 rpm while the machine
made 12 revolutions.
a Convert 3000 rpm to rad s−1.
b What was the angular acceleration?

Graphs of rotational motion
We can also use analogies with linear mechanics when interpreting graphs of rotational motion.
See Figure 14.10.
∆θ
= angular
∆t
velocity at
this time

Time, t

gradient =
Angular velocity, ω

gradient =
Angular displacement, θ

■■ Figure 14.10
Interpreting graphs
of rotational motion

∆t

∆ω
= angular
∆t
acceleration
at this time

Time, t

area = angular
displacement
in time ∆t

■    Newton’s second law applied to angular motion
For translational motion, Newton’s second law shows that when a resultant force, F, acts on an
object of mass, m, it produces a linear acceleration, a, given by:
F = ma

7

8
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Similar ideas can be applied to rotational motion – when a resultant torque, Γ, acts on an object
with moment of inertia, I, it produces an angular acceleration, α:

Γ = Iα
This equation is given in the Physics data booklet.
Worked example
3

a What acceleration is produced when a system that has a moment of inertia of 0.54 kg m2 is acted on
by a resultant torque of 0.76 Nm?
b If the system was already rotating at 1.7 rad s−1, what is its maximum angular velocity if the torque is
applied for exactly 3 s?
c What assumption did you make when answering these questions?
a

Γ = Iα
0.76
α=Γ=
= 1.4 rad s−2
I 0.54

b ωf = ωi + αt = 1.7 + (1.4 × 3.0) = 5.9 rad s−1
c

There are no frictional forces acting on the system.

This equation can be used in an experimental determination of moment of inertia. For example,
see Figure 14.11 (and Figure 14.12). The moment of inertia of the system can be calculated if the
angular acceleration produced by a known force can be determined.
■■ Figure 14.11
Rotating a cylinder
with a constant force

known
force

Worked example
4

Figure 14.12 shows a falling mass, m, attached to a string which is wrapped around a cylinder of radius r
and moment of inertia 1 Mr 2. Derive an equation for the downward acceleration of the mass.
2

mass, M

r

tension, T

1
torque acting on cylinder, Γ = Tr = I α = Mr 2 × a
2
r
2
a 1
1 Mr
× = Ma
T= ×
r 2
2
r
resultant force acting on falling mass, F = mg − T
mg − T
F
linear acceleration of falling mass, a = =
m
m

tension, T
mass, m
weight, mg
■■ Figure 14.12

=
Rearranging gives:
a=

mg
m + 12 M

mg − 12 Ma
m
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15 Calculate the moment of inertia of a system that is accelerated from 500 rpm (revolutions per minute) to
1500 rpm in 1.3 s when a resultant torque of 98 N m is applied.
16 Consider Figure 14.11. When a constant force of 25 N was applied for 2.0 s the rotating cylinder
accelerated from rest to pass through a total angle of 22.4 radians.
a What was the angular acceleration?
b Determine the moment of inertia of the system if the radius of the cylinder was 4.4 cm.
17 A couple is provided by two parallel forces each of 26 N separated by a distance of 8.7 cm. If this couple
provides the resultant torque to a rotating system that has a moment of inertia of 17.3 kg m2, determine
the angular acceleration produced.

19 Car manufacturers usually quote the output power of their
vehicles and the maximum torque provided. Discuss how
these two quantities are related to each other.
20 Sketch an angular displacement graph for the following
rotational motion: an object rotates at 3 rad s−1 for 4 s, it then
very rapidly decelerates and then remains stationary for a
further 6 s. The rotation is then reversed so that it accelerates
back to its original position after a total time of 15 s.
21 Figure 14.13 shows how the angular velocity of an object
changed during 6 s.
a What was the angular acceleration during the first 2 s?
b Through what total angle did the object rotate in 6 s?
22 Consider Figure 14.12. What mass, m, will have a linear
acceleration of 2.5 m s−2 when acting on an 8.3 kg cylinder?

Angular velocity/rad s−1

18 A torque of 14.0 N m is applied to a stationary wheel, but resistive forces provide an opposing torque of
6.1 N m. Calculate the angular velocity after 2.0 s if the wheel has a moment of inertia of 1.2 kg m2.

10

5

0
2

4

6
Time /s

■ Figure 14.13

■■ Conservation of angular momentum
The angular momentum, L, of a rotating object is the rotational equivalent of linear
momentum. It depends on the moment of inertia, I, of the object and its angular velocity, ω . It
is defined as follows:
L = Iω
This equation is given in the Physics data booklet. The unit of angular momentum is kg m2 s−1.
Worked example
5

A sphere of mass 2.1 kg and radius 38 cm is spinning at a rate of 44 rpm. What is its angular momentum?
L = Iω =

2
2π 2
π
mr 2 ×
= × 2.1 × 0.382 × 2 ×
5
5
T
60/44

= 0.56 kg m2 s−1

In Chapter 2 the law of conservation of linear momentum, which has no exceptions, was shown
to be very useful when predicting the outcome of interactions between masses exerting forces on
each other. In a similar way, the law of conservation of angular momentum (as follows) has no
exceptions and can be used to predict changes to rotating systems.
The total angular momentum of a system is constant provided that no external torques are
acting on it.

■■ Figure 14.14
Spinning figure skater

For example, figure skaters (Figure 14.14), gymnasts and ballet dancers can spin faster by moving
their arms and legs closer to their body’s axis of rotation. This decreases their moment of inertia
so, because their angular momentum is constant (if we assume no significant external forces are
acting), their angular velocity must increase.

9
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Worked example
A solid metal disc of mass 960 g and radius 8.8 cm is rotating at 4.7 rad s−1.
a Calculate the moment of inertia of the disc.
b Calculate the new angular velocity after a mass of 500 g is dropped quickly and carefully on to the disc
at a distance of 6.0 cm from the centre.

6

a

1
1
I = mr 2 = × 0.96 × (8.8 × 10 −2)2
2
2
= 3.7 × 10 −3 kg m2

b Moment of inertia of added mass = mr 2 = 0.5 × (6.0 × 10 −2)2
= 1.8 × 10 −3 kg m2
L = I ω = constant
(3.7 × 10 −3) × 4.7 = ((3.7 × 10 −3) + (1.8 × 10 −3)) × ω

ω = 3.2 rad s−1

Torque–time graphs

4

area = change
of angular
momentum

3
2
1
0
1

2

3
Time /s

You know from Chapter 2 that the area under a force–
time graph is equal to the change of momentum of
the system (impulse). Similarly, in rotational dynamics
the area under a torque–time graph is equal to the
change in angular momentum. This is true for any
shape of graph. Consider Figure 14.15.
Area under graph = change of angular momentum
1

= (4.0 × 1.0) + 2 (4.0 × 2.0) = 8.0 N m  s (or kg m2 s−1).

23 An unpowered merry-go-round of radius 4.0 m and moment
of inertia 1200 kg m2 is rotating with a constant angular
velocity of 0.56 rad s−1. A child of mass 36 kg is standing close
to the merry-go-round and decides to jump onto its edge.
a Calculate the new angular velocity of the merry-go-round.
b Discuss whether the merry-go-round would return to its
original speed if the child jumped off again.
24 Neutron stars are the very dense collapsed remnants of much
larger stars. Suggest why they have extremely high rotational
velocities.
25 Figure 14.16 shows the variation of torque applied to a
stationary system that has a moment of inertia of 0.68 kg m2.
a Estimate the change of angular momentum of the system.
b What is its final angular velocity?

Torque/Nm

■■ Figure 14.15
Example of a torque–
time graph

Torque/Nm
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■■ Figure 14.16

■■ Rotational kinetic energy

Translational kinetic energy can be calculated from the equation 1 mv2. By analogy, rotational
2
kinetic energy can be calculated from:
1

EKrot = 2 Iω 2
This equation is given in the Physics data booklet.
It is common for objects to have both rotational and translational kinetic energy at the same
time – the wheels on a moving vehicle are a good example. Gas molecules also have both kinds
of kinetic energy.
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Worked example
7

Calculate the rotational kinetic energy of a tossed coin if it has a mass of 8.7 g, radius 7.1 mm and
completes one rotation in 0.52 s.

1
ω = 2πf = 2π ×
= 12 rad s−1
0.52
1
1
I = mr 2 = × (8.7 × 10 −3) × (7.1 × 10 −3)2 = 2.2 × 10 −7 kg m2
2
2
1
1
EK = I ω2 = × (2.2 × 10 −7) × 122
rot
2
2
= 1.6 × 10 −5 J

■■ Figure 14.17
Determining the
moment of inertia of
a wheel

The moment of inertia of an object (such as a wheel) mounted on an axle can be determined
experimentally as shown in Figure 14.17. As discussed earlier, this is a simple experiment if a
way of providing a constant force is available. If not, a conservation of energy approach can be
helpful, as follows.
In Figure 14.17 a string is wrapped around the outside
of a wheel and provides a torque as the attached mass
falls and starts the wheel rotating. The angular velocity
r
of the wheel must be measured when the mass has
fallen a known distance. Videoing this kind of motion
experiment can be very helpful for obtaining data.
mass = m
After the mass has fallen a distance, Δh, it has
∆h
transferred gravitational potential energy, mgΔh, to
kinetic energy of itself and of the rotating wheel.
mgΔh = 1 mv2 + 1 Iω 2
2

Rolling

2

One very common kind of rotation is that of a rolling object, such as a wheel. Rolling is a combination
of translational and rotational motion. Without friction, rolling is not possible on a horizontal surface –
an object can only slip and slide. Here we shall only consider rolling without slipping.
Figure 14.18 shows vector arrows representing the velocities of certain locations on a wheel.
■■ Figure 14.18
Different motions of
a wheel (of radius r)

v = ωr

v
v
ω=0

ω

v=0

v

v = 2ωr
ω
v = ωr

v
v
a only translation

v = −ωr
b only rotation

v=0
c rolling = translation
and rotation

In (a) the wheel shown is not rotating but it is moving to the right with translational motion. In this
unusual situation, all parts of the wheel have the same translational linear velocity at the same time.
■ In (b) the wheel is rotating but not changing its position. Perhaps there is no friction or the
wheel is not touching the ground. There is no translational motion. All parts of the wheel
have the same angular velocity, ω , but any instantaneous linear velocity, v, depends on the
location of the point on the wheel (v = ω r).
■ In (c) the wheel is rotating and moving to the right at the same time. The translational linear
velocity of the wheel is equal to the speed of a point on the circumference (v = ω r).
Because we are assuming that there is no slipping of the wheel on the surface when it touches
the ground, the lowest point of the wheel must be instantaneously stationary:
■ velocity of bottom of wheel = linear velocity to right, +ω r, + velocity of a point at the
bottom of the wheel, −ω r, = 0
■ velocity at the top of the wheel = linear velocity to right, +ω r, + velocity of a point at the
top of the wheel, +ω r, = 2ω r

■
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Rolling down a slope
An object, such as a ball or a wheel, that can roll down a hill will transfer its gravitational
potential energy to both translational kinetic energy and rotational kinetic energy. See
Figure 14.19.
1

1

mgΔh = 2 mv2 + 2 Iω 2
■■ Figure 14.19
Rolling down a slope

ball of
mass, m,
radius, r
ball has gained both
translational and
rotational kinetic energy

∆h

This means that, at the bottom of a friction-free slope, a sliding object would reach a higher
speed than a rolling object. Also, rotating objects that have bigger moments of inertia will travel
slower at the bottom of the same slope. If the angle of the slope is too steep, rolling will not be
possible. These variations can provide the basis for laboratory investigations.
Consider the example of a solid sphere, for which I =
equation above becomes:
1

mgΔh = 2 mω 2r2 +

1 2
2 5

2
5

mr2, remembering that v = ω r, the

7

mr2ω 2 = 10ω 2 r2

Note that, with the assumptions made, the angular velocity at the bottom of the slope does
not depend on the slope angle or the mass of the ball.

Comparison of concepts and equations between linear and rotational
mechanics
Table 14.1 summarizes all the rotational mechanics concepts and equations covered in this
section, and compares them to the analogous concepts in linear mechanics covered in
Chapter 2. The bold items are provided in the Physics data booklet.
■■ Table 14.1
Summary of the
concepts and
equations for linear
and rotational
mechanics

Linear mechanics
displacement, s
initial velocity, u = Δs
Δt
final velocity, v
acceleration, a = Δv
Δt

Rotational mechanics
angular displacement, θ

v = u + at
u+v   t
s=
2
s = ut + 1 at 2
2
v 2 = u2 + 2as

angular velocity, ω = 2π = 2πf
T
ωf = ωi + αt
ω
+
ω
ft
θ= i
2
1
θ = ωit + αt 2
2
ωf2 = ωi2 + 2αθ

force, F
mass, m
F = ma
linear momentum, p = mv

torque, Γ = Fr  sin θ
moment of inertia, I = ∑mr2
Γ = Iα
angular momentum, L = Iω

initial angular velocity, ωi = Δθ
Δt
final angular velocity, ωf
angular acceleration, α = Δω
Δt

momentum is always conserved in all interactions provided that no external forces are acting.
1
linear kinetic energy, EK = mv 2
2

rotational kinetic energy, EK

rot

= 12Iω 2
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26 The moment of inertia of a domestic cooling fan is 8.2 × 10 −4 kg m2. If the fan rotates at a frequency of
20 Hz, calculate its rotational kinetic energy.
27 A car travelling at a constant velocity of 23 m s−1 has a wheel with a radius 32 cm and mass of 8.9 kg.
a Determine the angular velocity of the wheel.
b If the wheel has a moment of inertia of 0.72 kg m2, calculate its rotational kinetic energy.
c Compare your answer to (b) to the translational kinetic energy of the wheel at the same speed.
28 Consider the experiment shown in Figure 14.17. The angular velocity of the wheel after a 100 g mass had
fallen 50 cm was determined to be 2.7 rad s−1.
a At any instant the mass was falling at the same linear speed, v, as the edge of the wheel was moving.
Determine a value for v when the mass has fallen 50 cm if the radius of the wheel was 35 cm.
b Calculate a value for the moment of inertia of the wheel.
29 Use the analogies between linear and rotational mechanics to write down equations for rotational work
and power.
30 A solid ball and a hollow ball of the same mass and radius roll down a hill. At the bottom, which ball will
be (a) rotating faster, (b) have the greater linear speed? Explain your answers.
31 Calculate the greatest angular velocity of a solid ball of radius 5.2 cm rolling down a slope of vertical
height 6.0 cm. What assumption did you make?
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– the first law of
thermodynamics relates the change in the internal energy of a system to the energy
transferred and the work done; the entropy of the universe tends to a maximum
This section is about studying the process of using thermal energy to do useful mechanical work
in heat engines (introduced in Chapter 3). This branch of physics is known as thermodynamics.
Although thermodynamics grew out of a need to understand heat engines, it has much wider
applications. The study of thermodynamics leads to a better understanding of key scientific
concepts such as internal energy, heat, temperature, work and pressure, and how they are all
connected to each other and to the microscopic behaviour of particles.
Heat engines of many kinds, like those shown in Figure 3.26, play a very important part in all
our lives and we will concentrate our attention on understanding the basic principles by considering
those processes that involve the volume increase (expansion) of fixed masses of ideal gases.
In the rest of this chapter, and throughout physics, there are many references to
(thermodynamic) ‘systems and surroundings’. Before going any further we should make sure that
these simple and widely used terms are clearly understood.
■ A system is simply the thing we are studying or talking about. In this chapter it will be a gas.
■ The surroundings are everything else – the gas container and the rest of the universe.
Sometimes we call the surroundings the environment. If we want to suggest that a part of the
surroundings was deliberately designed for thermal energy to flow into it or out of it, we may use
the term (thermal) reservoir.
A thermodynamic system can be as complex as a rocket engine, planet Earth or a human
body, but in this chapter we will restrict ourselves to the behaviour of ideal gases in heat engines.
Additional
Perspectives

Understanding terms: engine, motor or machine?
Most people would find it difficult to distinguish between a machine, a motor and an engine
because, in everyday life, the three terms can sometimes be used for the same thing (e.g. in
a car). Also, the definitions of words often evolve and scientific words may be absorbed more
generally into everyday language – phrases such as ‘search engine’ and ‘a motor for change’
only further blur the meaning of the words. In practice, the words being discussed here have
overlapping meanings.

14
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A ‘machine’ is a general term meaning anything that can do something useful by transferring
energy (whether it is a simple, single device or a complicated mechanism involving many parts).
However, in everyday life the word is most commonly used when referring to large, complex
machines that involve movement; that is, doing work. But devices such as knives and scissors
are also machines in the precise sense of the word, and most physics courses teach important
and basic physics ideas using simple machines such as ramps, pulleys, gears and levers. The
word ‘device’ normally means a fairly simple machine that has been made for a specific purpose,
such as a bottle opener or a hairdryer. Parts of larger machines are often called ‘components’.
■■ Figure 14.20
Internal combustion
engine

‘Engine’ is a more specific term
than ‘machine’. It means a type
of machine designed to make
something move, but the use of
the word is almost always limited
to those machines that use the
thermal energy (heat) obtained
by burning a fuel to do work, for
example an internal combustion
engine in a car (Figure 14.20). To
make that use clear, they are often
called heat engines.

■■ Figure 14.21 Rocket
being launched

A ‘jet engine’ is a particular kind of heat engine in which the forward force (thrust) is
produced by ejecting a gas or liquid in the opposite direction with high speed. The law of
conservation of momentum or Newton’s third law of motion are usually used to explain jet
propulsion (see Chapter 2).
Most heat engines use the combustion of a fuel when it is combined in a chemical reaction
with oxygen from the air outside; if there is no air available then an oxidizing agent (oxidant)
must be provided from within the device, and it is then called a ‘rocket’ (Figure 14.21).
A ‘motor’ is another name for a machine that is designed to produce motion, but its most
common specific use is with electric motors. However, the word has become closely linked with
transport, such as motor cars and motor buses.
1 The following are all heat engines: jet, rocket, internal combustion (car), diesel, steam.
Write some short notes to explain the principal differences between them.
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■■ Internal energy of an ideal gas
By definition, there are no intermolecular forces in an ideal gas (except during collisions), so the
internal energy of an ideal gas is only the random kinetic energy of the molecules. In Chapter 3
you saw that the total random kinetic energy of the molecules of one mole of an ideal gas at a
temperature T (K) was 3 RT, where R is the universal gas constant. For a sample of gas
2
containing n moles, the internal energy (given the symbol U) can be determined from the equation:
U=

3
nRT
2

This equation is given in the Physics data booklet.
Worked example
8

a What is the total internal energy in one mole of an ideal gas at 0°C?
b How much energy is needed to raise the temperature of 4.8 moles of an ideal gas from 25°C to 50°C?
a

U = 3 nRT = 3 × 1 × 8.31 × 273
2
2
= 3.4 × 103J
3 nR(323 − 298) = 3 × 4.8 × 8.31 × 25
2
2
= 1.5 × 103J

b ΔU =

■    Work done when a gas

no gas can pass

changes state
gas

sliding piston
■■ Figure 14.22 Gas in a cylinder with a
movable piston
■■ Figure 14.23
Gas expanding in a
cylinder

piston of area A

Before

gas
(pressure p)

∆s

After

gas
(pressure p)

friction-free piston

For simplicity, the thermodynamic
system that we are considering is often
shown as a gas in a regularly shaped
cylindrical container, constrained by a
gas-tight piston that can move without
friction (Figure 14.22).
First consider the idealized, simplified
example of a gas expanding slightly, so
that there is no change in pressure or
temperature.
If the gas trapped in the cylinder
in Figure 14.23 exerts a resultant force
on the piston (because the pressure in
the cylinder is higher than the pressure
in the surroundings), the piston will
move outwards as the gas expands. We
say that work has been done by the
gas in pushing back the surrounding
gas (remember that we are assuming
there is no friction). Because the
displacement, Δs, is small, there will
be no significant change in the gas
pressure, p. (Both the symbols P and p
are widely used to represent pressure.)
Assuming the temperature is constant,
we can write:

14 Engineering physics
work done by gas = force × distance moved in direction of force
or:
work done by gas = (pA)Δs (because force = pressure × area)
Because ΔV = AΔs:
W = pΔV
This equation is given in the Physics data booklet. If the gas is compressed, then work is done on
the gas (system) and W is given a negative sign.
Such changes can be represented on a pV diagram (graph) as in the example shown in
Figure 14.24, which shows the expansion of a gas from 0.020 m3 to 0.050 m3 at a constant
pressure of 1.0 × 105 Pa.
The work done by the gas in expansion in this example, W = pΔV, is therefore:

■■ Figure 14.24
Work done during
expansion of an
ideal gas

Pressure, P/Pa

W = (1.0 × 105) × (0.050 − 0.020) = 3.0 × 103 J
gas
expanding

1.0 × 105

area = work
done by gas
0

■■ Figure 14.25
Determining areas
under pressure–
volume graphs

a

0.025

Volume, V/m3

b
3.9

Note that this calculation to determine
the work done, pΔV, is numerically
equal to calculating the area under
the pV diagram. This is true for all
thermodynamic processes, regardless of
the shape of the graph, and this is one
reason why pV diagrams are so widely used
in thermodynamics to represent various
processes. Figure 14.25 shows two further
examples.

P/105 Pa

0.020

P/105 Pa
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3.2
2.1
1.4

0

0

0.017

0

0.038

0

0.012

V/m3

0.042
V/m3

Worked example
9

Determine values for the work done in the two changes of state represented in Figure 14.25.
a

W = pΔV = area under graph = 1 (3.9 − 2.1) × 105 × (0.038 − 0.017) + (0.038 − 0.017) × 2.1
2
= 6.3 × 103 J
The work is done on the gas as it is compressed into a smaller volume.

b In this example, work is done by the gas as the volume increases. Because the graph is curved, the
area underneath it must be estimated. This can be done by drawing a rectangle that is judged by
eye to have the same area as that shaded in the figure:
W = area under graph ≈ (2.2 × 105) × (0.042 − 0.012)
= 6.6 × 103 J
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■■ First law of thermodynamics
Expansion, or any other change to the physical state of a gas, involves an energy transfer.
Thermodynamic processes may involve doing mechanical work, W, changing the internal
energy of the gas, U, or transferring thermal energy, Q. Remember that thermal energy (heat) is
the non-mechanical transfer of energy from hotter to colder.
We can use the principle of conservation of energy to describe how these quantities are
connected – if an amount of thermal energy, +Q, is transferred into the gas then, depending on
the particular circumstances, the gas may gain internal energy, +ΔU, and/or the gas will expand
and do work on the surroundings, +W. That is:
Q = ΔU + W
This equation is given in the Physics data booklet.
This important equation is known as the first law of thermodynamics – which is a
statement of the principle of conservation of energy as applied to thermodynamic systems.
The directions of energy transfers, as shown by positive or negative signs, can cause
confusion. Remember that:
■ −Q refers to a flow of thermal energy out of the gas
■ −ΔU refers to a decrease in internal energy of the gas
■ −W refers to work done on the gas by the surroundings during compression.

■    pV diagrams

Pressure, P

■■ Figure 14.26
Three-dimensional
curved surface
representing the
possible states of a
fixed amount of an
ideal gas

Temperature, T

■■ Figure 14.27
Isotherms on a pV
diagram

Pressure, P

Volume, V

increasing
temperature

Three quantities – pressure, volume and
temperature – are needed to completely specify the
state of a given amount of a gas. We would need
a three-dimensional graph to represent all three
possibilities, as shown in Figure 14.26. Instead, we
usually use a pV diagram, with variations in the
third variable, temperature, represented by using
different curved lines on the diagram, as shown in
Figure 14.27.
A line on a pV diagram that connects possible
states of the gas at the same temperature is
called an isothermal line or isotherm. Several
isotherms can be shown on the same pV plot,
as in Figure 14.27. Each of these lines represents
the inverse proportionality of a Boyle’s law
relationship, p ∝ 1/V, as previously discussed in
Chapter 3. Note that if a sample of gas is heated in
the same volume to a higher temperature, then the
pressure will be higher, so on pV diagrams ‘higher’
isotherms correspond to higher temperatures.
During a change of state the system will move to
a new position on the pV diagram, but the value
p
of V remains unaltered for a fixed amount of an
T

0

Volume, V

0

pV = nRT

ideal gas. From Chapter 3 remember:

■■ Figure 14.28
Changes of state on a
pV diagram

Pressure, P
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Interpreting pV diagrams is an important skill and Figure
14.28 shows some examples. Consider an ideal gas in a
state shown by point A. Doubling the volume at constant
pressure is represented by moving to point B, which is at a
higher temperature. Point C also represents a doubling of
volume, but at constant temperature and lower pressure.
Moving to point D could be achieved by doubling the
pressure at the same temperature in half the volume.
Finally, point E represents doubling the pressure at a
higher temperature in the same volume.

D
E

A
B
C

0

Volume, V

0

■■ Isovolumetric, isobaric, isothermal and adiabatic processes
Among all the various changes of state that an ideal gas might experience, it is convenient to
consider the first law of thermodynamics (Q = ΔU + W) under four extremes (see Figure 14.29):
■ ΔU = 0
■ W=0
■ Q=0
■ Δp = 0
a

b

isovolumetric
Pressure, P

Isothermal
Pressure, P

B
∆U = 0

W=0

A

0

c
B

Q=0

A
0

Volume, V

Volume, V

0

d

Adiabatic

0

0

Volume, V

0

Isobaric
Pressure, P

■■ Figure 14.29 Four
thermodynamic
processes

Pressure, P
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0

∆P = 0

0

Volume, V
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ΔU = 0 (an isothermal process)
There is no change in the internal energy of the gas. That is, its temperature is constant.
Therefore Q = 0 + W; Q = W.
In an isothermal expansion (B → A) all the work done by the gas on the surroundings is
supplied by the thermal energy transferred into the gas. In an isothermal compression (A → B),
the work done on the gas is all transferred away from the gas as thermal energy. For a process
to approximate to the ideal of being isothermal, the change must be as slow as possible. For an
isothermal change:
pV = constant (Boyle’s law)

W = 0 (an isovolumetric process)
There is no work done by or on the gas. This means there is no change in volume. Therefore
Q = ΔU + 0; Q = ΔU.
In this straightforward process, if thermal energy is transferred into the gas it simply gains
internal energy and its temperature rises. If thermal energy is transferred away from the gas its
internal energy and temperature decrease.

Q = 0 (an adiabatic process)
No thermal energy is transferred between the gas and its surroundings. Therefore 0 = ΔU + W;
ΔU = −W for a compression and −ΔU = W for an expansion.
In an adiabatic expansion (B → A) all the work done by the gas is transferred from the
internal energy within the gas, ΔU is negative and the temperature decreases. In an adiabatic
compression (A → B) all the work done on the gas (−ΔW) is transferred to the internal energy
of the gas, which gets hotter. When gas molecules hit the inwardly moving piston they gain
kinetic energy. Note that adiabatic lines on pV diagrams must be steeper than isothermal lines
simply because, in equal expansions, the temperature falls during an adiabatic change but not
(by definition) during an isothermal change.
For a process to approximate to the ideal of being adiabatic, the change must be as rapid as
possible in a well-insulated container.
For an adiabatic change of an ideal monatomic gas:
5

pV3 = constant
This equation is given in the Physics data booklet.
For gases other than monatomic gases, V is raised to a different power, but this is not
included in this course. Comparing this to the equation for an isothermal change
(pV = constant), we see that similar changes in volume are associated with bigger changes
in pressure in adiabatic changes. This is because there are also accompanying temperature
changes.

Δp = 0 (an isobaric change)
Any expansion or compression that occurs at constant pressure. Therefore Q = ΔU + W.
Isobaric changes usually occur when gases are allowed to expand or contract freely when
their temperature changes, keeping their pressure the same as the surrounding pressure.
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Worked examples
10 An ideal gas of volume 0.08 m3 and pressure 1.4 × 105 Pa expands to a volume of 0.11 m3 at constant
pressure when 7.4 × 103 J of thermal energy are supplied.
a Name the thermodynamic process.
b Calculate the work done by the gas.
c What is the change in the internal energy of the gas?
a An isobaric process.
b

W = pΔV
= (1.4 × 105) × (0.11 − 0.08)
= 4200 J

c

ΔQ = ΔU + ΔW
(7.4 × 103) = ΔU + 4200
ΔU = +3200 J

11 The volume of an ideal monatomic gas is reduced in an adiabatic compression by a factor of 8.0.
Determine the factor by which the pressure in the gas is increased.
5

pV 3 = constant
5

5
p2 V1 3
=
= 8.0 3
p1 V2

log p2 = 5 log 8.0 = 1.505
p1 3
p2 = 32
p1
If this had been an isothermal change the pressure would have increased by the same factor (8.0) as
the volume has decreased. In this example the pressure has increased by a bigger factor because the
temperature increased in an adiabatic compression.

32 What temperature rise is produced when 0.45 kJ is transferred to the internal energy of 0.50 mole of an
ideal gas at constant volume?
33 Explain the differences between the concepts of internal energy, thermal energy and temperature.
34 When a fixed mass of a particular gas expands by a certain amount, compare the amount of work that
would be done in isobaric, adiabatic and isothermal changes. Explain your answer.
35 When 100 J of thermal energy was transferred to a gas it expanded and did 30 J of work. What was the
change in internal energy?
36 Explain why a gas gets hotter when it is compressed rapidly.
37 When a gas expanded isothermally, 3000 J of work were done.
a Was the work done on the gas or by the gas?
b Was the thermal energy transferred into the gas zero, 3000 J, higher than 3000 J or lower than 3000 J?
38 The piston of a bicycle pump is pulled out very slowly.
a What happens to the temperature, internal energy and pressure of the gas?
b What assumption did you make?
39 Explain why an adiabatic expansion shown on a pV diagram must be steeper than an isothermal expansion
starting at the same point.
40 A sample of an ideal gas expands from 2.23 m3 to 3.47 m3. The gas pressure was originally 3.63 × 105 Pa.
a If the change was isothermal, what was the final pressure of the gas?
b Draw a suitable pV diagram and include these two states.
c Draw a line on the diagram to show how the gas went between these two states.
d Estimate the work done during expansion of the gas.
41 An ideal monatomic gas expands adiabatically from a volume of 6.78 × 10 −2 m3 to 9.53 × 10 −2 m3. If the
initial pressure of the gas was 4.32 × 105 Pa, what was its final pressure?
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■■ Cyclic processes and pV diagrams

A

work done by gas
in expansion

c

Pressure, P

b

Pressure, P

a

A

B

0

0

work done on gas
in compression

Pressure, P

An expanding gas (sometimes called the working substance) can do useful work – for example
by making a piston move along a cylinder. However, it cannot expand for ever, so any practical
device transferring thermal energy to mechanical work must work in cycles, involving repeated
expansion followed by compression, followed by expansion etc. In this section we will discuss
some of the physics principles that are fundamental to cyclical processes in an ideal gas.
However, it is important to realise that we are not describing details of the actual mechanical
processes in any particular type of engine.
The essential process in a heat engine is the transfer of thermal energy causing expansion while
useful mechanical work is done by the gas. This is represented by the path AB in Figure 14.30a.
The shaded area under the graph represents the work done by the gas in this process.
In a cyclical process, the gas has to be compressed and returned to its original state. Assume,
for the sake of simplicity, that this is represented by the path shown in Figure 14.30b. The area
under this graph represents the work done on the compressed gas by the surroundings. The
difference in areas, shown in Figure 14.30c, is the net useful work done by the gas during one
cycle. Of course, if we imagined the impossible situation that, when the gas was compressed, it
returned along exactly the same path that it followed during expansion, there would be no useful
work done and no energy wasted.

A

B

Volume, V

0

0

net work done
during cycle
B

0

Volume, V

Volume, V

0

■■ Figure 14.30 Work done in a thermodynamic cycle

In general, the efficiency, η, of any process (see Chapter 2) is defined by:

η=

useful work done
energy input

This equation is given in the Physics data booklet.

12 Determine the efficiency of the simple cycle shown in
Figure 14.30 if the area shown in (a) was 130 J and the
area in (b) was 89 J.
η = useful work done = 130 − 89 = 0.32 (or 32%)
energy input
130
13 Figure 14.31 shows one simplified cycle, ABCA, of
an ideal gas in a particular heat engine, during which
time 1.3 × 105 J of thermal energy flowed into
the gas.
a Calculate the work done during the process AB.
b Name the processes AB and BC.
c Estimate the net useful work done by the gas during
the cycle.
d What is the approximate efficiency of the engine?

Pressure/105 Pa

Worked examples
3.0
C

2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5

B

A

0
0

0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00 120
Volume/m3

■■ Figure 14.31
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a

W = pΔV = area under AB
= (0.50 × 105) × (1.0 − 0.20)
= 4.0 × 10 4 J (done on the gas)

b AB occurs at constant pressure: isobaric compression.
BC occurs at constant volume: isovolumetric temperature increase.
c

net work done by gas = area enclosed in cycle
= 1 × (0.85 − 0.20) × (2.5 − 0.50) × 105
2
(estimated from a triangle having about the same area, as judged by eye)
W = 6.5 × 10 4 J

d efficiency = useful work output/total energy input
6.5 × 10 4 = 0.50 (or 50%)
1.3 × 105

Carnot cycle
The thermodynamic cycle that produces the maximum theoretical efficiency for an ideal gas is
shown in Figure 14.32 – it is called the Carnot cycle.
It is a four-stage process: an isothermal expansion (AB) is followed by an adiabatic expansion
(BC); the gas then returns to its original state by isothermal (CD) and adiabatic compressions
(DA). Thermal energy is transferred during the two isothermal stages. (By definition, thermal
energy is not transferred in adiabatic changes.)
■■ Figure 14.32
The most efficient
thermodynamic cycle

Pressure, P
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A

thermal
energy in

B

D
thermal
energy out
0

Utilizations

0

C
Volume, V

Diesel engines
In car engines (internal combustion) a fuel and air mixture is ignited to cause the rapid,
controlled explosions that provide power to the vehicle. In cars with petrol (gasoline) engines,
this is achieved using an electrically produced spark across a ‘spark plug’ inserted into the gas
cylinder. Diesel engines work on a different principle.
Changes to a gas that occur rapidly are approximately adiabatic, so that the work done on
the gas when it is compressed causes a rapid increase in temperature. If the compression ratio
is high enough (maybe 20 : 1), the rise in temperature can be large enough to ignite the gas.
(The compression ratio is the ratio maximum volume/minimum volume of the working space
of the cylinder, as the piston moves up and down.) This is what happens in a diesel engine,
a type of engine named after the German Rudolf Diesel, who produced the first successful
engine without spark plugs in 1897.
Because of their higher compression ratios, diesel engines need to be stronger than other
engines and they also use a different fuel. They are more efficient than other forms of internal
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combustion engines and they are widely used where
large and powerful engines are needed, especially
when the extra mass of a diesel engine is not an
important factor, such as in trains (see Figure 14.33)
and ships. They have become more and more popular
for cars in recent years and about half the cars sold in
Europe are now powered by diesel engines.
1

 uppose you were about to buy a new car. Carry
S
out research and a make a list of the advantages
and disadvantages of owning a diesel-powered
car (compared with a petrol-powered car). Which
would you choose?

42 Figure 14.34 shows the four-stage cycle of a heat
engine.
a Which stage is the compression of the gas?
b The temperature at A is 320 K. Calculate the
amount of gas in moles.
c Calculate the temperature at point B.
d Estimate the area ABCD. What does it represent?

Pressure/106 Pa

■■ Figure 14.33 Diesel-powered train

9.0
8.0 × 106

C

8.0
7.0
6.0

5.2 × 106

B

5.0

4.0
43 Using graph paper, make a sketch of the following
3.0
four consecutive processes in a heat engine. Start
2.6 × 106
your graph at a volume of 20 cm3 and a pressure of
2.0
6.0 × 106 Pa.
1.2 × 106
1.0
a An isobaric expansion increasing the volume by a
0
factor of five.
0
b An adiabatic expansion doubling the volume to a
pressure of 1.5 × 10 6 Pa.
c An isovolumetric reduction in pressure to
0.5 × 106 Pa.
d An adiabatic return to its original state.
■■ Figure 14.34
e Mark on your graph when work is done on the gas.
f Estimate the net work done by the gas during the cycle.

D
A
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

2.7 × 10–4 5.8 × 10–4
Volume/10–4 m3

■■ Thermal efficiency
The flow of energy during the continuous conversion of thermal energy to mechanical work in
a heat engine is represented in Figure 14.35. A temperature difference, Thot − Tcold, is needed
between hot and cold reservoirs so that there is a resulting flow of thermal energy, which
operates the engine. Thermal energy Qhot flows out of the hot
hot (Thot)
reservoir and Qcold flows into the cold reservoir. The difference in
thermal energy is transferred to doing useful mechanical work, W.
Qhot
useful work done W
thermal efficiency, η =
=
heat
Qhot
energy input
It is not possible to convert all of the thermal energy into work.
(This is a version of the second law of thermodynamics, which is
introduced later in this chapter.) For more than 200 years scientists
and engineers have spent considerable amounts of time and effort in
trying to improve the efficiency of heat engines of various designs.
Unfortunately, the laws of physics limit the efficiency that can be
achieved. The following simple equation can be used to calculate
the maximum efficiency possible with a Carnot cycle.

ηcarnot= 1 −

Tcold
Thot

This equation is given in the Physics data booklet.

engine

Qcold
cold (Tcold)
■■ Figure 14.35 Energy
flow in a heat engine

W
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Worked example
14 a Determine the maximum theoretical thermal efficiency of a heat engine operating with an inlet
temperature of 300° C and an outlet temperature of 150° C.
b What would the thermal efficiency become if both temperatures were reduced by 50° C?

ηcarnot = 1 −

Tcold
= 1 − 423 = 0.26 or 26%
Thot
573

b ηcarnot = 1 −

Tcold
= 1 − 373 = 0.29 or 29%
523
Thot

a

A heat pump works like a heat engine but in reverse, using a work input to enable the transfer
of thermal energy from colder to hotter, as in a refrigerator or an air-conditioner. It is possible
to remove thermal energy from the environment and use it to help in keeping a house warm in
winter, although in many circumstances this may not be practicable.
44 a Calculate the maximum theoretical efficiency of a heat engine operating at an input temperature of
200°C and releasing heat to the surroundings at 40°C.
b How could engineers try to improve that efficiency?
c Can you think of any way in which this wasted energy could be used?
45 Draw a schematic diagram, similar to Figure 14.35, to represent the principle of operation of a heat pump.
46 Use the internet to investigate the circumstances under which it may be efficient to use a heat pump to
warm a house.

■■ Order and disorder
A

B

C

■■ Figure 14.36 Gas
molecules spreading
out in a container

The molecules of an ideal gas move in a completely random and uncontrollable way. What
happens to them is simply the most likely (probable) outcome. It is theoretically possible for all
the randomly moving molecules in a room to go out of an open window at the same time. The
only reason that this does not happen is simply that it is statistically extremely unlikely.
Consider the three diagrams in Figure 14.36, which show the distribution of the same
number of gas molecules in a container. (The dotted line represents an imaginary line
dividing the container into two equal halves.) We can be (almost) sure that A occurred before
B, and that B occurred before C (maybe the gas was released at first into the right-hand side of
the container).
Because it is so unlikely for molecules moving randomly, we simply cannot believe that
C occurred before B and A. (In the same way, statistically, we would not believe that if 100 coins
were tossed, they could all land ‘heads’ up.) These diagrams only show about 100 molecules
drawn to represent the gas. In even a very small sample of a real gas there will be as many as
1019 molecules, turning a highly probable behaviour into a certainty. The simplest way we have
of explaining this is that, in the process of going from A to B to C (moving forward in time), the
system becomes more disordered.
Similarly, the fact that energy is exchanged randomly between molecules leads to the
conclusion that molecular energies will become more and more disordered and spread out as
time goes on. Thermal energy will inevitably spread from places where molecules have higher
average kinetic energy (hotter) to places with lower average molecular kinetic energies (colder).
This is simply random molecular behaviour producing more disorder.
Statistical analysis shows that we can be very sure that every isolated system of any kind
will become more disordered as time progresses. Put simply, this is because everything is made
up of particles, and individual atoms and molecules are usually uncontrollable. Everything that
happens occurs because of the random behaviour of individual particles. Of course, we may wish
to control and order molecules, for example by turning water into ice, but this would not be an
isolated system – to impose more order on the water molecules we must remove thermal energy
and this will result in even higher molecular disorder in the surroundings.
Two everyday examples may help our understanding: why is it much more likely that a pack
of playing cards will be disordered rather than in any particular arrangement? Why is a desk or
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a room much more likely to be untidy rather than tidy? Because, left to the normal course of
events, things get disorganized. To produce molecular order from disorder requires intervention
and is difficult, or even impossible. There are a countless number of ways to disorganize a system,
but only few ways to organize it.

■■ Entropy
The disorder of a molecular system can be calculated. It is known as the entropy of the system.
However, in this course we are not concerned with a precise mathematical definition of entropy.
The concept of entropy numerically expresses the degree of disorder in a system.
Molecular disorder and the concept of entropy are profound and very important ideas. It is
relevant everywhere – to every process in every system, to everything that happens anywhere
and at any time in the universe.
The principle that molecular disorder is always increasing is neatly summarized by the second
law of thermodynamics.

■■ Second law of thermodynamics
The second law of thermodynamics states that in every process, the total entropy of any
isolated system, or the universe as a whole, always increases.
This is sometimes expressed by the statement ‘entropy can never decrease’. But it should be
stressed that it is certainly possible to reduce the ‘local’ entropy of part of a system, but in the
process another part of the system will gain even more entropy. For example, the growth of a
plant, animal or human being reduces the entropy of the molecules that come to be inside the
growing body, but there will be an even greater increase in the entropy of all the other molecules
in the surroundings that were involved in the chemical and biological processes.
The statistical analysis of the behaviour of enormous numbers of uncontrollable particles
leads to the inescapable conclusion that differences in the macroscopic properties of any
system, such as energy, temperature and pressure, must even out over time. This is represented
quantitatively by a continuously increasing entropy. This suggests that, eventually, all energy will
be spread out, all differences in temperature will be eliminated and entropy will reach a final
steady, maximum value. This is often described as the ‘heat death’ of the universe.

Alternative ways of expressing the second law

■■ Figure 14.37
Exchanges of energy

Consider any two objects at different temperatures placed in thermal contact in the same system
with no external influences, as shown in Figure 14.37.
Energy can flow from A to B and from B to A, but
higher
lower
the
flow of energy from A to B is more likely because the
temperature
temperature
energy is more ordered (concentrated) in A. Therefore,
the net flow of energy will always be from hotter to colder.
A
B
energy
Obviously, this is a matter of common observation, but
it is also the basis of an alternative version of the second
law, first expressed by Rudolf Clausius:
Thermal energy cannot spontaneously transfer from a region of lower temperature to a region
of higher temperature.
But we can use machines to transfer energy from colder to hotter by doing external work (heat
pumps – see p. 24).
Thermal energy always flows spontaneously from hotter to colder. Insulation can be used to
reduce the rate of energy transfer, but can never stop it completely.
A third version (Kelvin–Planck form) of the second law of thermodynamics is expressed
as:
When extracting energy from a heat reservoir, it is impossible to convert it all into work.
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Nature of Science

Three versions of the same very important law
The second law of thermodynamics is considered by many physicists to be one of the most
important principles in the whole of science. The following quote from Sir Arthur Stanley
Eddington (The Nature of the Physical World, 1927) may help to convey the importance of this law:
‘The law that entropy always increases holds, I think, the supreme position among the laws
of nature. If someone points out to you that your pet theory of the universe is in disagreement
with Maxwell’s equations – then so much the worse for Maxwell’s equations. If it is found to be
contradicted by observation – well, these experimentalists do bungle things sometimes. But if your
theory is found to be against the second law of thermodynamics I can give you no hope; there is nothing
for it but to collapse in deepest humiliation.’
The second law of thermodynamics can be expressed in different ways depending on
the context, and the three versions presented here are slightly different perspectives on the
consequences of molecular disorder Therefore, it is not surprising that, it in the nineteenth
century when it was first formulated, the law was the subject of much attention and discussion
between prominent scientists in different countries.

Entropy changes
In all thermodynamic processes, total energy is always conserved and entropy always
increases.
It is not possible to study physics for long without becoming familiar with the fact that in every
macroscopic process some useful energy is ‘lost’ or ‘wasted’.
As an example, consider a bouncing ball – the height of each bounce gets lower and lower as
shown in Figure 14.38a. If you were to see the opposite happening, with a ball bouncing higher
and higher, as in Figure 14.38b, you would probably be amazed, thinking it impossible unless the
ball contained an unseen source of energy.
As the ball moves through the air and as it bounces on the ground, frictional and
contact forces result in an increase of internal energy (the ball gets warmer) and then
thermal energy is dissipated into the surroundings. We can now interpret this in terms
of the second law of thermodynamics and entropy. Figure 14.38b shows an ‘impossible’
situation because it would involve a decrease in entropy of the system as the energy became
more ordered.
Because the molecules in the ball are all moving in the same direction, we can describe
the kinetic energy of the ball as ordered (disregarding the ball’s initial internal energy). As the
ball’s temperature increases, the increased random kinetic energy of the molecules is disordered
energy. The overall entropy of the universe increases as the ball loses kinetic energy and gains
internal energy.
■■ Figure 14.38
Bouncing ball
impossible?

a

b

The same principles apply to all macroscopic processes. We can say that in such processes
some, or all, of the energy is degraded because it has been transferred from a useful form
to a form in which it can no longer be useful to us; that is, it can no longer perform useful
work. The same ideas can be expressed in everyday terms in many different ways – for
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example, we may talk casually about ‘energy being shared
out, lost or wasted’. But a higher level of understanding is
suggested by reference to thermal energy being dispersed or
dissipated to the surroundings.
The dissipation and degradation of energy occurs
because of the chaotic behaviour of molecules. It is
simply much more likely that energy will be spread out
and become disordered. Given any opportunity, that is
exactly what the random behaviour of molecules will
always produce. This profound and very important idea
explains why we are surrounded by ‘one-way’ processes –
events that simply could not happen in reverse. The
concepts of irreversibility, the ‘arrow of time’, and why so
many things cannot happen even though the principle of
conservation of energy is not broken, can all be explained
using the powerful ideas of entropy and the second law of
thermodynamics.
It may seem that there are some exceptions to
the second law. Refrigerators (and air-conditioners)
are designed to make something that may already be
cooler than the surroundings even cooler by transferring
thermal energy from colder to hotter. But these are
not ‘spontaneous’ energy transfers, and in the cooling
processes the overall entropy of the refrigerator and its
surroundings will have increased. The local entropy of
the contents of the refrigerator will not decrease as much
as the entropy of the surroundings will increase
(Figure 14.39).
■■ Figure 14.39 A refrigerator transfers thermal energy from
the food and reduces entropy, but where does the energy go?
47 What happens to the internal energy and the entropy of an ideal gas when it undergoes an isothermal
expansion?
48 By discussing what happens to the molecules of the gas, explain the entropy change when a balloon bursts.
49 Coffee, sugar and milk are put in hot water to make a drink. Why it is difficult to reverse the process?
50 Is it possible to make a video recording of a simple event that would not look ridiculous if shown in
reverse? Explain.
51 There are four laws of thermodynamics – only the first and second are included in this book. They are
often summarized in the following humorous form:
Zeroth: You must play the game.
First: You can’t win.
Second: You can’t break even.
Third: You can’t quit the game.
What are these comments on the first and second laws suggesting about energy?

ToK Link
Quotes from Richard Feynman
Richard Feynman (1918–1988) received the Nobel Prize for physics in 1965. Although primarily involved
in research, he was also a leading personality in the world of physics for many years. He is especially well
known for his lectures, books and TV appearances in which he tried to explain the complexities of physics to
the general public. The following quotations give a flavour of his thought-provoking approach to science.
‘If, in some cataclysm, all scientific knowledge were to be destroyed, and only one sentence passed on to
the next generation of creatures, what statement would contain the most information in the fewest words?
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I believe it is the atomic hypothesis (or atomic fact, or
whatever you wish to call it) that all things are made of
atoms – little particles that move around in perpetual
motion, attracting each other when they are a little
distance apart, but repelling upon being squeezed
into one another. In that one sentence you will see an
enormous amount of information about the world, if
just a little imagination and thinking are applied.’
‘Science is the belief in the ignorance of experts.’
‘You can know the name of a bird in all the languages
of the world, but when you’re finished, you’ll know
absolutely nothing whatever about the bird… So let’s look
at the bird and see what it’s doing – that’s what counts.
I learned very early the difference between knowing the
name of something and knowing something.’
‘A great deal more is known than has been proved.’
‘We can’t define anything precisely. If we attempt to,
we get into that paralysis of thought that comes to
philosophers… one saying to the other: “you don’t
know what you are talking about!”. The second one
says: “what do you mean by talking? What do you
mean by you? What do you mean by know?”’
‘Our imagination is stretched to the utmost, not, as in
fiction, to imagine things which are not really there, but
just to comprehend those things which are there.’

■ Figure 14.40 Richard Feynman

‘I have approximate answers, and possible beliefs, and different degrees of certainty about different things,
but I’m not absolutely sure of anything… but I don’t have to know an answer. I don’t feel frightened by not
knowing things, by being lost in a mysterious universe without having any purpose, which is the way it really
is, as far as I can tell, possibly. It doesn’t frighten me.’
The Pleasure of Finding Things Out: The Best Short Works of Richard Feynman, edited by Jeffery Robbins
‘From a long view of the history of mankind – seen from, say, ten thousand years from now, there can be
little doubt that the most significant event of the 19th century will be judged as Maxwell’s discovery of the
laws of electrodynamics. The American Civil War will pale into provincial insignificance in comparison with
this important scientific event of the same decade.’
‘The exception tests the rule. Or, put another way, the exception proves that the rule is wrong. That is the
principle of science. If there is an exception to any rule, and if it can be proved by observation, that rule is wrong.’
1 You may detect in some of these quotes a little disrespect for accepted scientific procedures. Do you
think that such an attitude is useful for a good scientist? Explain your answer.

Calculating changes in entropy
When an amount of thermal energy, ΔQ, is added to, or removed from, a system at temperature
T, the change in entropy, ΔS, can be calculated from:
ΔQ
ΔS = T
This equation is given in the Physics data booklet. The units of entropy change are J K−1.
The use of this equation will normally be restricted to examples in which the thermal energy
transfer is to or from a system or surroundings that can be assumed to remain at constant temperature.
Worked example
15 Determine the increase in entropy of 500 g of ice when it melts at 0° C (specific latent heat of fusion of
water, Lf = 3.34 × 105 J kg−1).
mLf (0.500 × 3.34 × 105)
=
273
T
    = 612 J K−1

ΔS =
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52 During a chemical reaction 48 kJ were transferred as thermal energy into a laboratory. Estimate the
increase in entropy of the laboratory.
53 a Determine the change in entropy of 100 g of ice cream when it freezes at 0° C. (Lf = 1.9 × 105 J kg−1).
b Suggest a value for the change in entropy of the refrigerator and surroundings during this process.
54 Estimate the increase in entropy of a kitchen at a temperature of 18° C when a 200 g cup of coffee cools
from 80° C to 60° C.

14.3 (B3: Additional Higher) Fluids and fluid
dynamics – fluids cannot be modelled as point particles; their distinguishable

response to compression from solids creates a set of characteristics that require an indepth study

In this section we will discuss the properties of substances that can flow: gases and liquids,
which are collectively described as fluids. In everyday language it is common to describe a
liquid as a ‘fluid’, and much of this chapter will be related to liquids rather than gases. In
macroscopic terms the essential differences between a gas and a liquid are that liquids are
constrained by a surface and cannot be compressed, whereas gases are relatively easy to
compress and will diffuse to fill their containers.
In the first part of the work on fluids we will discuss the properties of static (unchanging, not
moving) fluids – this area of study is commonly called hydrostatics. Then we will look at fluids
in motion – fluid dynamics.

■■ Density and pressure
From earlier work, we know that
■ density = mass/volume, ρ = m/V; units kg m−3. The density of pure water is 1.0 × 103 kg m−3,
the density of the atmosphere at sea level is 1.2 kg m−3, both at 20°C.
■ pressure = force/area; p = F/A; units N m−2, also known as pascals, Pa. The pressure of the
atmosphere at sea level is 1.0 × 105 Pa.

depth, d

fluid of
density ρf

area, A
■■ Figure 14.41 Pressure
underneath a fluid at point X

The hydrostatic pressure under a fluid due to the weight of the fluid pressing
downwards can be calculated by reference to Figure 14.41, which shows a cylinder of
fluid of depth d, area A and density ρf.
F weight of fluid
g
pressure at X due to the fluid, p = =
= volume × density ×
A
area of base
A
Adρfg
=
A
p = ρfgd

This equation can be applied to any static fluid in any shaped container, or no container. The
equation shows that, for a given fluid, the pressure depends only on depth (assuming we are
referring only to locations where g is constant). This is demonstrated in Figure 14.42, in which
the liquid depth in each of the four tubes is the same, and so produces the same pressure at
the bottom of the container. If this were not true there would be pressure differences causing
movement of the liquid.
The pressure under a solid object (such as a book resting on a table) acts only downwards
in the same direction as its weight, but pressure in fluids is caused by the random motion of
particles, so that:
pressure due to fluids acts equally in all directions.
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■■ Figure 14.42
Pascal’s vases

In Figure 14.43 air pressure acting upwards is enough to stop the water falling out of the glass
because of the water pressure acting downwards.
■■ Figure 14.43
Air pressure
supporting water in
a glass

Worked example
16 Estimate a value for the pressure underneath the Earth’s atmosphere assuming that the height of the
atmosphere is 10 km and the average density of air is 1.0 kg m−3.
p = ρfgd = 1.0 × 9.81 ×10 4 ≈ 105 Pa

If one fluid is on top of another, the total pressure is the sum of the individual pressures.
The equation p = ρfgd is most commonly applied to liquids and, if we want to know the
pressure, p at a certain level in a liquid that is exposed to the atmosphere, we must add the
pressure due to the liquid to the pressure due to the atmosphere, p0, above it, so that the
equation becomes:
p = p0 + ρfgd
This equation is given in the Physics data booklet.
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Worked example
17 How deep below the surface of a freshwater lake would you need to go before the total pressure was
2.84 × 105 Pa? (Normal atmospheric pressure = 1.01 × 105 Pa; density of water in lake = 998 kg m−3.)
p = p0 + ρfgd
2.84 × 105 = (1.01 × 105) + (998 × 9.81 × d)
d = 18.7 m

55 What depth of mercury, which has a density of 1.35 × 10 4 kg m−3, will produce the same pressure as the
atmosphere (1.01 × 105 Pa)?
56 Explain why the tubes in Figure 14.42 must be open at the top.
57 How far under seawater of density 1.03 × 103 kg m−3 would divers
need to be for the pressure on them to be four times the atmospheric
pressure on the surface?
58 Figure 14.44 shows a U-tube containing pure water of density
1.00 × 103 kg m−3 and olive oil (which has a lower density).
a Which side has the olive oil?
b Determine the density of the olive oil.
c Calculate the total pressure at point P (assume atmospheric pressure
= 1.013 × 105 Pa).
59 What is the total pressure 58.3 m below the Dead Sea (Figure 14.45),
which itself is 427 m below normal sea level (assume atmospheric
pressure at normal sea levels is 1.01 × 105 Pa, density of Dead Sea water
is 1240 kg m−3, density of air at 30° C is 1.16 kg m−3)?

13 cm

12 cm

8.4 cm
P
■■ Figure 14.44

■■ Figure 14.45
Floating in the
Dead Sea

■■ Buoyancy and Archimedes’s principle
pressure, p

fluid of
density, ρf

d

area, A
pressure

p + ρf gd

■■ Figure 14.46
Cylinder immersed in
a fluid

Buoyancy is the ability of a fluid to provide a vertical upwards force on an object placed
in or on the fluid. This force is sometimes called upthrust and it can be explained by
considering the pressures on the upper and lower surfaces of the object. Figure 14.46
shows a cylinder of cross-sectional area A and depth d immersed in a fluid of density ρf.
Because of the increased depth, the pressure on the lower surface will be greater than
the pressure on the upper surface by an amount ρfgd. Therefore, there is a buoyancy
force, B, acting upwards given by:
B = extra pressure × area = ρfgd × A
Or, because the volume of the object = volume of the fluid displaced, Vf = dA,
B = ρfVfg
This equation is given in the Physics data booklet.
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Although this equation has been derived for a cylindrical solid immersed in a fluid, it can
also be applied to other shapes. It also applies to objects floating on liquids, in which case
Vf = volume of the fluid displaced, not the total volume of the floating object.
Since ρfVf is equal to the mass of the fluid displaced, ρfVfg is equal to the weight of the fluid
displaced. The equation above can then be expressed as follows:
When an object is wholly or partially immersed in a fluid, it experiences an upthrust
(buoyancy force) equal to the weight of the fluid displaced.
This classic physics principle was first stated by Archimedes more than 2250 years ago. A range
of different experiments can be designed to investigate it.
The object shown in Figure 14.47 will rise if B > mg and it will fall (sink) if B < mg (as
shown). If a solid object is a made of only one material, it will rise if its density is less than the
surrounding fluid and fall if its density is higher than the surrounding fluid.
The boat shown in Figure 14.48 is floating. Because it is floating, we know that the weight of
the fluid displaced (represented by the shaded area) must be equal to the weight of the object. If
more weight is added in or on the boat, it will sink lower into the fluid until it displaces a weight
of fluid equal to the new weight of the object. If this is not possible, the object will sink.

W
weight, mg

B

buoyancy force, B
■■ Figure 14.47 Forces on an
object immersed in a fluid

■■ Figure 14.48 A floating object

60 Explain how a heavy oil tanker of mass 500 000 tonnes is
able to float on water.
61 a A wooden cube with a density of 880 kg m−3 is floating
on water (density 1000 kg m−3). If the sides of the cube
are 5.5 cm long and the cube is floating with a surface
parallel to the water’s surface, what depth of wood is
below the surface?
b It is commonly said that about 90 per cent of an
iceberg is below the surface (Figure 14.49). Use this
figure to estimate a value for the density of sea ice.
Assume the density of sea water is 1025 kg m−3.
62 Estimate the buoyancy force on yourself when you are
immersed in (a) water and (b) air.
63 Learning to scuba dive involves being able to remain
‘neutrally buoyant’, so that the diver stays at the same
level under water. Explain why breathing in and out
affects buoyancy.
64 Find out how a submarine is able to move upwards and
downwards in the ocean.
65 A balloon containing helium of total volume 6500 cm3 is
moving through the air. Will it rise or fall if its total mass is
5.4 g? (Density of air = 1.3 kg m−3)

■■ Figure 14.49
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66 Figure 14.50 shows markings on the side of an ocean-going ship. Find out what they are called and what
they represent.

■■ Figure 14.50

ToK Link
Fact or fiction: the value of mythology in science
The mythology behind the anecdote of Archimedes’s ‘Eureka!’ moment of discovery (of the buoyancy
principle) demonstrates one of the many ways scientific knowledge has been transmitted throughout the
ages. What role can mythology and anecdotes play in passing on scientific knowledge? What role might
they play in passing on scientific knowledge within indigenous knowledge systems?
Science is often represented as an unemotional and inflexible human activity. Personalising the
history of science with interesting or eccentric individuals with whom people can identify is useful in
combating this impression. Iconic moments, such as Archimedes and his bath or an apple falling on
Newton, are easily remembered and visualized, and in this respect it matters little whether they are
true or myths.

■■ Pascal’s principle
Because any liquid is incompressible (its volume cannot be reduced) and its molecular motions
are random, we can state the following principle:
A pressure exerted anywhere in an enclosed static liquid will be transferred equally to all
other parts of the liquid.
If different parts of the liquid are at different heights, however, this will result in additional
differences in pressure, which may or may not be significant. The most important application of
this principle is in hydraulic machinery.

Hydraulic machinery
In hydraulic machines a force is applied to an incompressible liquid (usually a kind of oil)
creating a pressure that is transferred using tubes (which may be flexible) to another location
where a larger force is created. See Figure 14.51, which shows a sketch of simple apparatus that
can be used to investigate this effect.
A force, F1, acting on a piston of area A1 on the cylinder on the left-hand side, creates a
pressure that is transferred to the right-hand side, creating a force, F2, acting on a piston of area A2.
Because the pressure is equal everywhere (Pascal’s principle):
F
F
p= 1 = 2
A1 A2
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F1

A1

F2

A2

■■ Figure 14.51 The principle of hydraulic
machinery

So, in principle, any force can be changed into any other larger (or
smaller) force by suitable choice of the areas. Multiplying a force using
a machine does not break any laws of physics, but we cannot multiply
energy! This means that the work done by the input force must be equal
to the work done by the output force, assuming that the process is
100 per cent efficient. This is similar in principle to other ‘force
multiplying’ machines such as simple levers, pulleys, jacks and ramps. If
the machine is 100 per cent efficient (which, of course, is idealized):
F1 × distance moved by F1 = F2 × distance moved by F2

Hydraulic machines are in widespread use, especially wherever very large forces are required,
such as in excavators of various designs. See Figure 14.52. The principle is also used in vehicle
braking systems.
■■ Figure 14.52
Hydraulic machinery is
used in this excavator

67 Consider Figure 14.51. Suppose F1 = 28 N, A1 = 2.1 cm2 and A2 = 19.7 cm2.
a Calculate F2.
b If F1 moves down 10 cm, how far does F2 move up?
c What value of F1 would be needed to raise a load of 9.7 kg on the right-hand side if the machine was
92 per cent efficient?
68 Summarize the advantages of using hydraulic machinery in, for example, the construction of a railway tunnel.

Utilizations

Hydraulic braking systems
Cars and other road vehicles are stopped because of friction between the road and the tyres.
This occurs when forces are applied to stop the wheels rotating. These forces originate when
the driver puts a foot on the brake pedal.
The force provided by the foot
acts on a piston in a master
cylinder to push the brake
fluid (oil) along very strong
flexible tubes all the way to the
braking mechanisms close to
the wheels. Figure 14.53 shows
the connection to only one
of the wheels. In the braking
mechanisms at each wheel the
fluid pressure acts on pistons
to force the brake pads onto
a metal disc on the wheel,

piston
master cylinder

brake fluid
fluid reservoir

disc

tyre

brake pads
brake
pedal

caliper
containing pistons
wheel cylinder

■■ Figure 14.53 Car braking system (only one wheel shown)
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creating fiction which slows its rotational speed. Because the total area of all the brake cylinders
is much larger than the area of the master cylinder, the magnitude of the force is greatly
increased.
1 a What average force is required to stop a 1000 kg car travelling at 10 m s−1 in 15 m?
b To achieve this braking force, what average force needs to be exerted on the master cylinder
if it has an area of 1.0 cm2 and the four brake cylinders each have an area of 18 cm2?
2 Explain why it can be dangerous if there is any air in the braking system of a car.

■■ Fluid dynamics
Hydrostatic equilibrium
We are familiar with the concept of equilibrium from other branches of physics, for example in
the study of mechanics and thermal physics. ‘Equilibrium’ means that, although a system may be
subjected to different influences, they are balanced, so the state of the system is not changing.
Hydrostatic equilibrium may be seen as being similar to translational equilibrium in mechanics.
A fluid is in hydrostatic equilibrium if it is either at rest, or if any parts of it that are moving
have a constant velocity.
This will occur when forces are balanced by differences in pressure. For example:
■ A floating boat will be in a state of hydrostatic equilibrium (as shown in Figure 14.48) if its
weight is balanced by pressure differences in the water.
■ The Earth’s atmosphere (as a whole) is in hydrostatic equilibrium because pressure differences
across the atmosphere are balancing the effects of gravity on the air.
■ Most stars are in hydrostatic equilibrium because the inwards gravitational attraction
between the particles is opposed by the outwards pressure of the hot gases and radiation.

The ideal fluid
Nature of Science

Modelling a fluid
Real fluids differ from each other in the way that they flow because there are different forces
within the fluids and with any containers in which they may be placed. Earlier in this option we
discussed ideal gases and it is now appropriate to discuss a model of ideal fluids. However, in our
discussion of fluid dynamics we will be more concerned about the macroscopic properties of fluids
rather than any kinetic theory of the particles they contain. The properties of fluids cannot be
fully explained by only the behaviour of the individual particles that they contain.
We can idealize and simplify the flow of a fluid
as the movement of layers sliding over each other
(like playing cards sliding over each other), without
any movement of fluid between those layers. This is
described as laminar flow. See Figure 14.54.
■■ Figure 14.54 Idealized laminar flow of a
An ideal fluid:
fluid through a tube
■ has constant density and is incompressible
■ has constant pressure, acting equally in all directions
■ is non-viscous: it has no frictional forces opposing motion. (It has zero viscosity – see later in
this section). There are no shear forces between layers, or frictional forces between layers
or any surfaces with which they may come in contact. (Shear forces are non-aligned parallel
forces that tend to push a substance in opposite directions.)
■ has a steady flow pattern that does not change with time and which can be represented by
streamlines.
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Streamlines
Streamlines are lines that show the paths that (mass-less) objects would follow if they were
placed in the flow of a fluid.
Figure 14.55 uses streamlines to represent the difference between laminar flow (also called
streamlined flow)and non-laminar flow (turbulence):
■■ Figure 14.55
Using streamlines to
represent laminar
flow (with some
viscosity) and
turbulence in a pipe

■	A

laminar

tangent to a streamline shows the velocity
vector of flow at that point.
■ Streamlines cannot cross over each other.
■	If the streamlines get closer together the fluid
must be flowing faster.

turbulent

The flow of fluids around a moving object is
often investigated in laboratories by keeping the
object in a fixed position and making the fluid
flow past it in a wind tunnel (or a liquid flow
equivalent). Smoke or dye can be used to mark
the streamlines. See Figure 14.56.

■■ Figure 14.56
Streamlines around a
tennis ball in a wind
tunnel

The continuity equation
Figure 14.57 represents the streamlines of an ideal fluid in a simple flow situation where a pipe
gets narrower. The mass per second entering and leaving the tube must be constant and, because
the fluid is incompressible, the flow speed must increase where the tube’s cross-sectional area
decreases.
The volume passing any point every second must be constant – it is
equal to the cross-sectional area, A, multiplied by the speed of the fluid,
v. That is, for the flow of an ideal fluid through any given enclosed
system, at any point:
Av = constant

■■ Figure 14.57

This is known as the continuity equation and it is given in the Physics data
booklet. The constant is called the (volume) flow rate.
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Worked example
18 Oil is flowing through a pipe at a volume flow rate of 0.014 m3 s−1.
a What is the speed of the oil if the pipe has a radius of 12 cm?
b What is the speed of the oil at a point where the pipe narrows to a radius of 9.5 cm?
a

πr 2 × v = 0.014
0.014
v=
= 0.31 m s−1
π 0.122

b πr 2 × v = 0.014
0.014
v=
= 0.49 m s−1
π 0.0952

69 Water flowing at an average speed of 86 cm s−1 in a river of width 5.32 m reaches a place where the river
narrows to 2.76 m, but the depth of the river is unchanged at 4.1m.
a Estimate the speed of the water in the narrow section.
b If the speed of the water then decreases to 150 cm s−1,while the width remains the same, what is the
depth of the river?
70 Natural gas flows through a cylindrical pipeline of radius 48 cm at a speed of 3.9 m s−1. It is kept moving by
the pressure provided by a pump with an effective diameter of 26 cm.
a What is the maximum speed of the gas through the pump?
b State one assumption that you made in answering (a).

The Bernoulli equation and the Bernoulli effect
In general, we would expect that the speed of flow of an incompressible fluid in an enclosed
system would increase if:
● some kind of pump was providing a pressure difference
● the pipe was going down to a lower level
● the pipe was getting narrower.
The Bernoulli equation involves these factors in an equation that describes the steady flow of an
ideal fluid in any system.
Consider Figure 14.58 in which a fluid is moving through a tube from left to right. In this
example the fluid moves to a narrower tube (AY < AX) at a greater height, as measured from
some arbitrary level (zY > zX). The small volume, V (mass m and density ρ), of fluid shown at
position X moves later to position Y.
When an ideal fluid flows through a system at a steady
rate, we know that the fluid in the system can have different
AY
potential and kinetic energies, but the total energy must be
vY
Y
constant. Using the principle of conservation of energy:
pY

AX
pX

zY
X

vX

zX

■■ Figure 14.58 A fluid moving to a greater height in a
narrower tube

( kinetic energy of V + gravitational potential energy of
V) at Y − (kinetic energy of V + gravitational potential
energy of V) at X = work done on V by any difference in
pressures
But work done, W = pΔV (see earlier in this chapter), or W =
ΔpV = (pX − pY)V, so that:
( kinetic energy of V + gravitational potential energy of
V) at X + pXV = (kinetic energy of V + gravitational
potential energy of V) at Y + pYV
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Or:
1 2
mv + mgz + pV = constant
2
Dividing throughout by V we get:
1 2
ρv + ρgz + p = constant
2
This equation (the Bernoulli equation) is given in the Physics data booklet.
■
■

For fluid flow in horizontal directions z will be constant, so that 12 ρv2 + p = constant.
For fluid flowing freely out of a container, the pressure at the top and at the open hole will be
(almost) equal at atmospheric pressure, so that 12 ρv2 + ρgz = constant.

Worked example
19 Consider Figure 14.58. A small pump is moving water to a level 43 cm higher.
a If the water is flowing at 72.0 cm s−1 at the lower level, what pressure difference is required to produce
a flow of 54 cm s−1 at the higher level?
b If the diameter of the lower pipe is 2.4 cm, what is the radius of the upper pipe?
a

1
1 2
ρv + ρgz)X + pX = ( ρv 2 + ρgz)Y + pY
2
2
Taking the lower level to be at a height z X = 0
( 1 × (1.0 × 103) × 0.7202) + (1.0 × 103 × 9.81 × 0) + pX = ( 1 × (1.0 × 103) × 0.542) + (1.0 × 103
2
2
× 9.81 × 0.43) + pY
(

259 + 0 + pX = 146 + 4220 + pY
pressure difference, pX − pY = 4100 Pa
b Using the continuity equation, Av = constant:
0.0122π × 0.72 = πr 2 × 0.54
r = 1.4 cm

Two applications of the Bernoulli equation
Liquid flowing out of a container
Figure 14.59 shows a container of water with three holes. At each of the holes the pressure is
equal to the atmospheric pressure, which means that there is no significant pressure difference
between the top surface and the holes. Assuming that the water has insignificant kinetic energy
at the surface, Bernoulli’s equation reduces to:
1 2
ρv = ρgz
streamlines
2
Where v is the horizontal speed of the emerging
depth, z
water and z is the depth of a hole beneath the surface.
Dividing by ρ and rearranging we get:
initial velocity, v
v = √2gz
This is similar to an equation for the speed reached
by a falling mass (equations of motion, Chapter 2).
The parabolic trajectories of the water in Figure 14.59
clearly show how the velocity of the outlet increases
with depth below the surface.

density, ρ
■■ Figure 14.59 The ‘leaky can’
experiment
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Pitot tubes
Pitot tubes are used to measure the speed of fluid flow (for example, through a pipe) or the speed
of an object moving through a fluid. There are many different designs and applications.
Figure 14.60 shows Pitot tubes mounted on an aircraft which are used to determine the speed
of the plane relative to the air (its air speed), rather than speed relative to the land below
(its ground speed).
■■ Figure 14.60 Pitot
tubes on an aircraft

■■ Figure 14.61
Simplified Pitot tube

speed v

Y
X
∆h

The principle of a Pitot tube relies on comparing
the pressure in the direct flow of the fluid to
somewhere else not in the direct flow. Figure 14.61
represents as simplified example. (The different
pressures could be measured by different devices
along the same streamline, and the results compared
electronically.)
Under conditions of hydrostatic equilibrium we
can use Bernoulli’s equation:

1
1
ρv 2 + ρgz + pX = ρvY2 + ρgz + pY
2 X
2
But, assuming the tube is horizontal, z is constant, so:
1
1
ρv 2 − ρvY2 = pY − pX = Δp
2 X
2
If we assume that the fluid colliding with the Pitot tube at Y has its velocity reduced to zero
then:
1
ρv 2 = Δp
2 X
In the example shown in Figure 14.61 the pressure difference, Δp, can be determined from
the U-tube manometer. This will be approximately equal to ρgΔh if the density of the
manometer fluid is much higher than the density of the fluid flowing in the pipe and the rest
of the Pitot tube.

The Bernoulli effect
For a fluid flowing horizontally (or with insignificant height variations), the Bernoulli equation
reduces to:
1 2
ρv + p = constant
2
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This shows us that if an (ideal) fluid is flowing horizontally, or an object is moving
horizontally through a fluid without turbulence, there must be a decrease in pressure
wherever the speed increases.
This is commonly known as the Bernoulli effect and it has many interesting applications,
including these three examples.
higher air pressure
■ The curved path of spinning balls – Figure 14.62 represents
a spinning ball moving to the left through the air. The
force
motion of the ball’s surface will increase the speed of
spin
the air flow on one side (lower as shown) and decrease
flight path
it on the other. This effect will be greater if the surface
of the ball is not smooth. The difference in air speeds
causes a pressure difference and a force in the direction
shown.
lower air pressure
■ Aircraft wings – the cross-sectional shape of an
■■ Figure 14.62 A ball can be made to
aircraft wing (called its aerofoil or airfoil) will affect
curve in flight by making it spin
the way in which the air flows past it. If the shape
causes the streamlines to be closer together above the wing, this increases the speed of the
air and reduces the pressure, causing an upwards force called lift. See Figure 14.63. The effect
may be increased by raising the leading edge of the aerofoil; this also causes the force of the
air striking the aerofoil to have a vertical component, increasing lift.
■ Venturi tubes – a fluid flowing through a tube will have less pressure at a place where the
tube is narrower because the fluid must flow faster. See Figure 14.64.
lift

high speed,
reduced pressure

aerofoil

drag

low speed,
increased pressure
■■ Figure 14.63 Action of an aerofoil

■■ Figure 14.64 The Venturi effect

Measuring the decrease in pressure caused by a Venturi tube can be used to determine a fluid’s
flow rate.
Worked example
20 a Consider Figure 14.64. If the speed of the fluid entering through a tube of cross-sectional area 42 cm2
on the left is 1.2 m s−1, what is the speed of the fluid in the central section, where the cross-sectional
area is 28 cm2?
b If the density of the fluid is 870 kg m−3, determine the difference in fluid pressure between the central
section and the rest of the tube.
a

Av = constant
42 × 1.2 = 28v
v = 1.8 m s−1

b

1 2
ρv + ρgz + p = constant
2
But z is constant, so:
1
1
ρv 2 − ρv Y2 = pY − pX = Δp
2 X
2
1
1
Δp =
× 870 × 1.22 −
× 870 × 1.82
2
2
= −780 Pa
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The Venturi effect can be very useful in situations where fluids need to be mixed. A narrowing
in a tube with one fluid flowing though it can produce a decrease in pressure that encourages
another fluid to flow into the tube. For example, this is used in car engines to mix air and
gasoline (petrol).
Nature of Science

Fluids flowing across international borders
The storage of water and the control of its flow has been a necessary and long-established
technology in many parts of the world for thousands of years. Water is such an important
resource that, in places where it is scarce, it has been the cause of international disputes between
countries. Dams and irrigation systems are seen as a benefit by some people and an ill-judged
interference with the environment by others. With the world’s population rising significantly,
especially in some of the driest regions, and the effects of global warming uncertain, such issues
may become more common.
The flow of gas and oil in pipelines over long distances and across international borders can
be threatened at times of economic and political instability.
71 Figure 14.65 shows an aircraft wing that is moving steeply upwards. The air striking the lower surface
causes a force perpendicular to the surface.
a Copy the aerofoil and add a vector to represent the
resultant force from the air.
b Show the lift and drag components of the resultant
angle of `attack´
force from the air.
c Use information from the internet to discuss whether
the lift force from the air striking the aerofoil, or the
lift from the Bernoulli effect is greater.
d Investigate the circumstances under which it can be
possible for an aircraft to fly upside down.
72 Explain how an aerofoil on a racing car can enable it to
travel faster around corners.

■■ Figure 14.65

73 A small hydroelectric power station has an output of 36 kW and an efficiency of 74 per cent. If the water
falls a vertical distance of 62 m, determine:
a the mass of the water passing through the turbines every second
b the speed of the water as it reaches the turbines.
c State two assumptions you made during this calculation.
74 Discuss which sports use balls that have trajectories that are most affected by spin, and how this is
achieved.
75 Water initially flowing at a speed of 8.0 cm s−1 passes through an arrangement similar to that shown in
Figure 14.64. In the narrow section the radius of the tube has been reduced from 3.2 cm to 0.48 cm. This
results in a pressure drop observed as a difference in height in the vertical tubes of 58 cm.
a What is this pressure difference expressed in pascals?
b What is the flow speed in the narrow section?
c Calculate the pressure difference if the initial flow rate is decreased to 3.7 cm s−1.
76 Find out how the Bernoulli effect enables a sailing boat to move towards the direction from which the
wind is coming.
77 The Venturi effect has many different applications. Research one use of this effect and prepare a short
presentation for the rest of your group.
78 An aircraft is flying at a height where the atmospheric pressure is measured to be 7.5 × 10 4 Pa.
a Use the internet to find out the approximate altitude of the plane.
b A Pitot tube on the aircraft directed towards the front of the plane recorded a pressure of 5.6 × 10 4 Pa.
Calculate a value for the air speed of the aircraft if the density of air at that height is 0.88 kg m−3.
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■■ Viscosity
Of course, no liquid is perfectly ‘ideal’ because there will always be some frictional forces
between different layers, and the outer layers and any container.
Viscosity can be considered as a measure of a fluid’s resistance to flow.
The (coefficient of) viscosity is given the symbol η (eta) and has the SI unit of Pa s. (This unit is
not in common usage; poise is more widely used but is not required for this course). Some typical
values at 20°C are given in Table 14.2. Viscosities can be very dependent on temperature.
■■ Table 14.2 Some
typical viscosities

Viscosity, η/Pa s

Fluid
‘heavy’ oil

0.7

‘light’ oil

0.1

water

1 × 10 −3

human blood

4 × 10 −3

gasoline (petrol)

6 × 10 −4

air

2 × 10 −5

Stokes’s law
When an object moves through a fluid it will experience a resistive force because of the viscosity
of the fluid. This force is known as viscous drag, FD. Stokes’s law provides a way of calculating
the size of this drag force, but only under certain conditions:
■ there must be streamline (laminar) flow
■ using spherical objects
■ with smooth surfaces.
FD = 6πηrv
This is Stokes’s law. It is given in the Physics data booklet; r is the radius of the sphere, which is
moving with a speed, v. Because of its limitations, it is usually only applied to small spherical
masses falling under the effects of gravity.
Worked example
21 Calculate the viscous drag force acting on a small metal sphere of radius 2.3 mm falling through air of
viscosity 1.7 × 10 −5 Pa s at a speed of 38 cm s−1.
FD = 6πηrv = 6π × (1.7 × 10 −5) × (2.3 × 10 −3) × 0.38
      = 2.8 × 10 −7 N

Terminal speed of a falling sphere

■■ Figure 14.66
Experiment to
determine the
viscosity of a liquid

Dropping small spheres through fluids is a widely used method for determining their viscosities
and how they may depend on temperature. A method is shown in Figure 14.66 in which an
electronic timer is started and stopped as the metal ball passes
through the two light gates.
metal ball
The light gates must be placed so that a sphere has reached
its terminal speed before passing through the first light gate.
Smaller balls will reach their terminal speed in a shorter
timer
light gates distance. The tube should be as wide as possible to encourage
streamlined flow.
If a sphere (of mass m and radius r) is in equilibrium
moving with a constant speed, which we saw in Chapter 2 is
oil
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called its terminal speed, vt, then the upwards and downwards forces on it are balanced as shown
in Figure 14.67.
viscous drag, FD + buoyancy force, B = weight, mg

FD

6πηrvt + ρfVfg = mg
but,
4
Vf = πr3
3
so:

B

mg
4
6πηrvt + ρf πr3g = mg
3
■■ Figure 14.67
If the mass and radius of the sphere are measured and the terminal speed
determined as shown in Figure 14.66, then the viscosity of the liquid can be Streamlines
determined if its density is known. Repeating the measurements of terminal around a sphere
falling with
speed with spheres of different radius (same material) will enable a graph to
terminal speed
be drawn, which will help improve the uncertainties in the determination
of viscosity.
If the experiment is repeated with spheres that have double the radius, the viscous drag will
be doubled, but the weight and buoyancy force will both be increased by a factor of 23 (because
they are proportional to volume).

Worked example
22 In an experiment similar to that shown in Figure 14.67, a sphere of radius 8.9 mm and mass 3.1 g reached
a terminal speed of 34 cm s−1 when falling through an oil of density 842 kg m−3. Determine a value for the
viscosity of the liquid.
6πηrv t + ρf 4 πr 3g = mg
3

(6 × π × η × 8.9 × 10 −3 × 0.34) + 842 × 4 × π × (8.9 × 10 −3)3 × 9.81 = 3.1 × 10 −3 × 9.81
3

η = 0.11 Pa s

79 The viscosity of maple syrup is about 3200 times larger than that of water. Determine the density of maple
syrup if the terminal velocity of a 5.5 g sphere of radius 6.1 mm falling through the syrup is 11 cm s−1.
80 a Determine the viscous drag force acting on a raindrop of radius 1.0 mm falling at a speed of 4.0 m s−1
(viscosity of air = 1.7 × 10 −5 Pa s).
b What is the theoretical terminal speed of this falling raindrop? Assume the density of air is 1.2 kg m−3.
c Suggest why the actual terminal speed will be a lot less than the value calculated in (b).
81 In an experiment similar to that shown in Figure 14.66 the terminal speeds of metal spheres were
measured for different radii (same metal). Sketch a graph of the possible results.
82 Suggest why the viscous drag represented by Stokes’s law is proportional to the radius, r, but, more
generally, drag forces in fluids are described as being proportional to cross-sectional area (that is,
proportional to r 2).

■■ Laminar and turbulent flow and the Reynolds number
If streamlines can be observed in a fluid (for example, by using a coloured dye injected
into water), turbulence can be investigated by gradually increasing the flow rate until the
streamlines become disrupted. The effect of different diameter tubes, or different shaped
objects in a fluid flow, can be observed. See Figure 14.68. This is especially important in the
aerodynamic design of aircraft and other vehicles. Observing computer models of fluid dynamics
is recommended.
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■■ Figure 14.68 Wind
tunnel testing

As the mean speed, v, of a fluid through a pipe of radius r increases, laminar flow becomes
less likely and turbulence may begin. The Reynolds number, R, is used as a guide to predict the
conditions under which turbulent (non-laminar) flow will begin.
R=

vrρ
η

This equation is given in the Physics data booklet; R is dimensionless (it does not have a unit).
As a generalized guide, if R < 1000 we can expect laminar flow.
But it should be understood that fluid flow can be unpredictable and it is easily affected by
diverse influences. This number is therefore just a guide, and the onset of turbulence may well
depend on other factors not included in the equation – for example, the shape of the container
(or moving object) and whether the fluid is being disturbed in any other way.
For non-turbulent flow it is required that:
vrρ
1000 >
η
or:
1000η
v<
rρ
This equation demonstrates that a fluid can flow faster without causing turbulence if it has a
larger viscosity and smaller density, and if larger dimensions are involved. The same equation
can be used for estimating the maximum speed of an object of dimension r through a stationary
fluid before turbulence will begin. But remember that this is just a guide. As an extreme
example, the Reynolds number for a whale had been estimated to be much bigger than 106,
which means that it is capable of high speed without causing turbulence.
Figure 14.69 and Figure 14.70 show examples of turbulence. In Figure 14.70 the flow of air
is from the left and the turbulence occurs mostly behind the obstacle. Turbulence is often

■■ Figure 14.69 Turbulent flow behind a boat

■■ Figure 14.70 Turbulent flow and eddies
around a square object in a wind tunnel
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characterized by swirling currents, involving some flow in the opposite direction to most of
the fluid. These are known as vortices and eddies (singulars: vortex and eddy). The alternate
formation of vortices can result in oscillation forces on an object situated in a fluid flow, which
can give rise to resonance effects (see section 14.4).
Worked example
23 Estimate the maximum speed for laminar flow of water through a tube of radius 10 cm (viscosity of water
= 1.0 × 10 −3 Pa s).
1000 η
rρ
1000(1.0 × 10 −3)
<
0.1 × 1.0 × 103
< 1.0 × 10 −2 m s−1

v<

Additional
Perspectives

Blood flow in the human body
The aorta is the largest artery in the human body. It carries blood away from the heart and
downwards to all parts of the body. See Figure 14.71.
A healthy adult heart beats about 70 times every minute, and each
beat of the heat pumps a volume of about 70 ml, so that the volume
flow rate through the aorta is about 5 l min−1. A volume of 1 ml is
the same as 1cm3, so that 5 l min−1 =
Because:

5000
60

cm3 s−1 = 83 cm3 s−1.

volume per second = average speed × cross-sectional area
83
speed of blood in aorta =
= 41 cm s−1 (in an aorta of
π(0.8)2
radius 0.8 cm)
Blood flow in the body is usually streamlined and the conditions in
vrρ
the aorta suggest that turbulence would begin if R =
> 2000
η
(approximately). That is, if:
■■ Figure 14.71 The aorta
4 × 10−3
2000η
= 2000 ×
≈ 1 m s−1
3
in the human body
0.008 × 1.05 × 10
rρ
This value is significantly above typical actual flow rates, so turbulence should not occur.

v>

■■ Scale models
The flow of a fluid (usually water or air) past a large structure can be investigated in advance
of construction by using scale models in wind tunnels. However, if the linear dimensions are
reduced in a scale model, the speed at which turbulence is predicted to begin will also change
unless the values of viscosity and density of the fluid used in the testing processes are adjusted.
83 Estimate the Reynolds number for a raindrop falling at a speed of 10 m s−1. Is the flow streamlined or
turbulent?
84 Estimate the maximum speed of streamlined flow for oil of density 840 kg m−3 and viscosity 0.5 Pa s
flowing through a pipeline of radius 25 cm.
85 A design for a new bridge was tested using a scale model in a wind tunnel, with all linear dimensions
reduced by a factor of 50. In order for the maximum flow speed observed with the model to be applicable
to the full-scale bridge, the density and viscosity of the fluid used in the model needed to be adjusted. If
the gas used had a viscosity of half that of air, what density of gas would be required? Assume that the
same Reynolds number applies to both the full-scale bridge and the model.
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14.4 (B4: Additional Higher) Forced vibrations
and resonance – in the real world, damping occurs in oscillators and has

implications that need to be considered

Many objects are exposed to vibrations from external sources (for example, traffic moving over
a bridge could cause it to shake). In this section we will discuss the circumstances under which
this effect may be significant, and whether it will be damaging or advantageous in various
systems.

■■ Natural frequency of vibration
When something is disturbed and then left to oscillate without further interference, it is said
to oscillate at its natural frequency of (free) vibration.

■■ Figure 14.72
Vibrating hacksaw
blade

In Chapter 4 we discussed the natural frequencies of simple oscillating systems such as
pendulums and masses on springs. The energy dissipation in such systems may not be extensive,
so that they continue to oscillate for some time after they have been disturbed. We will see
later that this is described as having a large Q factor.
Figure 14.72 shows a further example – a hacksaw
blade (or a ruler) will vibrate at a natural frequency
that depends on its dimensions and the material from
which it is made. The frequency can be decreased by
adding a load to the blade, for example by taping a
mass on the end.
When any object is struck by an external force
it will then tend to vibrate naturally, although for
most objects the vibrations may be insignificant and/
or very short-lasting. Such vibrations can disturb the
air around them and send longitudinal waves into the
environment, which may be heard as sound.
The two-dimensional standing wave patterns of a horizontal metal plate can be observed
by placing small grains (such as fine sand or salt) on a surface that is disturbed into vibration.
See Figure 14.73. (Oscillations can be easily encouraged using a mechanical vibrator driven by a
signal generator.)

■■ Figure 14.73
Demonstrating the
vibrations of a metal
plate

An object made of only one material in a simple shape, a tuning fork for example, may produce
a single, ‘pure’, natural frequency, but objects with more complicated structures will have a range
of natural frequencies, although one frequency may dominate.

■■ Damping
The motions of all objects have frictional forces of one kind or another acting against them.
Frictional forces always act in the opposite direction to the instantaneous motion of an oscillator and
result in a reduction of speed and the transfer of kinetic energy (and, consequently, potential energy).
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Therefore, as with all other mechanical systems, useful energy is transferred from the
oscillator into the surroundings (dissipated) in the form of thermal energy and sound.
Consequently, an oscillator will move at slower and slower speeds, and its successive
amplitudes will decrease in size. This effect is called damping.
Damping is the dissipation of the energy of an oscillator due to resistive forces.

■■ Figure 14.74
Decreasing amplitude
(at constant
frequency) of a
damped oscillation

Displacement

It is usual for the frequency (and time period) to remain approximately the same during
damping as shown in Figure 14.74 because, although the displacements are less, the speeds and
accelerations also decrease.

Time

Amplitude

Damping can be investigated experimentally using simple apparatus like that shown in
Figure 14.72 with cards of different areas taped to the blade to increase air resistance (or, for
example, using a microphone connected to an oscilloscope to
observe the output from a damped tuning fork). It will be found
that an approximately exponential relationship exists between
over-damped
amplitude and time.

Degrees of damping

critically
damped

under-damped

Time
■■ Figure 14.75 Under-damping, over-damping
and critical damping

■■ Figure 14.76 A shock
absorber (damper) on a car is
designed to dissipate energy

The amount (degree) of damping in oscillating systems can be very
different, as shown in Figure 14.75.
■	Some oscillations are over-damped because of considerable
frictional forces. In effect no oscillations occur because
resistive forces are such that the object takes a long time
(compared to its natural period) to return to its equilibrium
position. The decrease in amplitude with time is often
exponential.
■	Conversely, occasionally damping can be very light and the
oscillator may continue to oscillate, taking some time to
dissipate its energy. A pendulum and a mass oscillating on a
spring are good examples of under-damped systems. If the mass
on the spring was placed in a beaker of oil (instead of air) it may
then become over-damped.
■	Oscillations are often unhelpful or destructive and we may
want to stop them as soon as possible. If an oscillation is
stopped by resistive forces, such that it settles relatively
quickly (compared to its natural period) back into its
equilibrium position, without ever passing through it, the
process is described as critically damped. A car’s suspension
(see Figure 14.76) is an example of this kind of damping, as are
self-closing doors.
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Utilizations

Taipei 101
One of the world’s tallest buildings, Taipei 101, was completed in Taiwan in 2004. Its height,
measured to the top of its spire, is 509 m and, at the time of completion, it was the first building
in the world to be more than half a kilometre tall.
Taiwan is in a region of the Earth that suffers from the effects of earthquakes and typhoons,
so engineers had to be sure that their design could withstand the worst that could happen.
A major design feature is a 730 tonne steel pendulum suspended inside the building from
the 92nd to 88th floors. This is the major part of a system designed to dissipate energy in the
event of strong oscillations produced by typhoons or earthquakes. It is the largest ‘damper’ in
the world.
Without damping, wave energy from the earthquake could be transferred continually during
the earthquake, leading to an increasing amplitude of vibration in the building, which could be
destructive.

■■ Figure 14.77
The Taipei 101
damper is designed
to absorb energy
in the event of an
earthquake

1 Estimate how much energy could be safely transferred to this pendulum.
2 Very tall buildings usually give engineers many design problems and they are very expensive
to build, so why do we build such tall structures? Suggest what kind of limitations there
might be on the height of a building.

86 Discuss what factors may affect the natural frequencies of tall buildings.
87 Estimate the natural frequency of your leg when it swings like a pendulum.
88 a Suggest how it is possible to dampen the vibrations of a tuning fork.
b Will your suggestions also affect its frequency?
89 A particular guitar string has a first harmonic of 256 Hz.
a What other natural frequencies may occur?
b How can the natural frequency of this string be increased?
90 Explain why the sand in Figure 14.73 demonstrates the standing wave pattern in the plate.
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■■ Forced oscillations
We are surrounded by a wide range of oscillations and
it is important to consider how these oscillations affect
other things. In other words, what happens when an
oscillating force is continuously applied to another
system? To understand this, it is helpful to first consider
a very simple example – what happens when we keep
pushing a child on a swing (see Figure 14.78)?
In this case it is fairly obvious – it depends on when
we push the swing and in what direction. If we want bigger
swings (increasing amplitudes) we should push once every
oscillation in the direction the child is moving. In more
scientific terms, we would say that we need to apply an
external force that has the same frequency as, and is in
phase with, the natural frequency of the swing.
A forced oscillation occurs when an external
oscillating force acts on another system tending to
make it oscillate at a frequency that may be different
from its natural frequency.

■■ Figure 14.78 How can we increase
the amplitude of a swing?

Periodic stimulus and the driving frequency
The most important examples of forced oscillation are those in which the frequency of the
external force (often called the driving frequency or the forcing frequency) is the same as the
natural frequency. The child on the swing described above is an example of this. When a regular
periodic stimulus to a system results in an increasing amplitude the effect is called resonance.

■■ Resonance
Resonance is the increase in amplitude and energy of an oscillation that occurs when an
external oscillating force has the same frequency as the natural frequency of the system.
The oscillations of the driving force must be in phase with the natural oscillations of the
system.
Resonance tends to cause oscillations to be amplified. Sometimes the increase in amplitude and
the transfer of energy can be considerable.
Simple quantitative laboratory experiments into the effects of resonance can be difficult
to perform, but they can produce interesting results that show how varying the driving/forcing
frequency affects the amplitude. When the force is first applied, the oscillations may be erratic,
but the system will settle into a regular pattern of movement with a measurable maximum
amplitude.
Figure 14.79 shows a typical
arrangement. The resonant frequency of
electromagnetic
the mass/spring system can be changed
vibration generator
by using different springs and/or different
masses. The forcing frequency is
spring
provided by the electromagnetic
vibration generator, which can be driven
using different frequencies from the
signal generator.
signal generator
masses
A typical frequency–response curve
to change driving
frequency
(see Figure 14.80) rises to a maximum
■■ Figure 14.79 Investigating the resonance of a mass
amplitude at the natural frequency, but
on a spring
the sharpness and height of the peak
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■■ Figure 14.80
Typical frequency–
response curves with
different degrees of
damping

Amplitude
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also depend on the amount of damping in the
system. The greater the damping, the greater the
dissipation of energy and, therefore, the smaller the
amplitude.
There may be smaller resonance peaks at
multiples of the natural frequency (not shown in
the diagram).

light damping

increased damping

natural
frequency

Forcing (driving)
frequency

Worked example
24 The initial amplitude of the damped oscillations of a hacksaw blade was 3.8 cm. After 2.5 s the amplitude
had reduced to 2.7 cm.
a Predict the amplitude after 10 s.
b Estimate the time when the amplitude will be 0.5 cm.
a If the change in amplitude is exponential, it will decrease by the same factor in equal time periods.
In this example the amplitude after any 2.5 s period can be determined by dividing the amplitude at
the start of the period by 3.8/2.7 = 1.41. After 5 s the amplitude will be 1.9 cm, after 7.5 s it will be
1.4 cm, and after 10 s it will be 0.97 cm.
b After 12.5 s the amplitude will be 0.69 cm and after 15 s it will be 0.49 cm, so approximately 15 s are
needed for the amplitude to reduce to 0.5 cm (using A = A0e −kt produces answers of 0.97 cm and
15 s to two significant figures).

■ Q factor and damping
We have seen that the amplitude, A, of a damped oscillator decreases approximately
exponentially with time.
The Q (quality) factor of an oscillator is a way of representing the degree of damping involved.
A high Q factor means that there is little damping. Q factor is defined as:
Q = 2π  

energy stored in oscillator
energy dissipated per cycle

One cycle means one oscillation. This equation is given in the Physics data booklet. Because the
energy dissipated per cycle = average power loss × period = power loss/frequency, we can rewrite
the equation in an alternative form for a resonating system oscillating steadily:
Q = 2π × resonant frequency ×

energy stored in oscillator
power loss

The Q factor is a ratio and therefore has no unit.
Remember from Chapter 4 that the energy of an oscillator is proportional to its amplitude
squared.
The amplitude of the under-damped oscillator shown in Figure 14.75 reduces to approximately
50 per cent of its previous value in each oscillation (cycle). Because the energy is proportional to
the amplitude squared, the energy is reduced to 25 per cent in each time period.
1
Q = 2π
≈8
0.75
The Q factor for critical damping is usually quoted to be about 0.5, which suggests that most of
the energy of the oscillator is dissipated in much less than one time period.
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Table 14.3 shows some approximate values of Q factors.
■■ Table 14.3 Some
typical Q factors

car suspension system

1

mass on a spring

50

simple pendulum

500

earthquake

1000

tuning fork, guitar string

2000

atomic clock

1011

Worked example
25 The energy of a simple pendulum reduces to half of its initial value in 103 s. If its time period is 2.3 s,
estimate its Q factor.
E
Q = 2π energy stored in oscillator = 2π p × number of oscillations to halve energy
energy dissipated per cycle
Ep/2
number of oscillations need for energy to halve = 103 = 44.8
2.3
Q = 2π × 2 × 44.8 = 560
This is only an estimate because the energy dissipated per cycle is a mean value over 45 cycles.

91 a The energy of an oscillator reduces from 5.4 J to 4.3 J in successive cycles. What will its amplitude be
after one more cycle?
b What is the quality factor of the oscillator?
92 Estimate the Q factor of the hacksaw oscillations described in the Worked example 24 if the period was 0.86 s.
93 a Write down equations for the elastic potential energy stored in a stretched spring and for the period of
a mass oscillating on a stretched spring.
b When a mass of 120 g was oscillating with amplitude 8.0 cm on the end of a stretched string the Q factor
was found to be 53. if the force constant was 45 Nm−1, how much energy was stored in the system?
c Estimate the number of oscillations before the energy in the system is reduced to 60% of the original
value. (Assume power loss is constant.)
d How long will this take?
94 What is the Q factor of an oscillator that dissipates 50 per cent of its total energy every cycle?
95 A system is resonating steadily at a frequency of 24 Hz. If its total energy is 4.3 J, determine the power loss
if its Q factor is 180.

■■ Examples of resonance
There are many important examples of resonance. Some are useful but many are unwanted and
we usually try to reduce their damaging effects. Avoiding resonance in all kinds of structures is a
major concern for engineers and it is an interesting combination of physics theory and practical
engineering.

Unwanted resonance
■

■

Parts of almost all engines and machinery (and their surroundings) might vibrate
destructively when their motors are operating at certain frequencies. For example, a washing
machine may vibrate violently when the spinner is running at a certain frequency, and parts
of vehicles can vibrate when the engine reaches a certain frequency, or they travel at certain
speeds.
Earthquakes may well affect some buildings more than others. The buildings that are
most damaged are often those that have natural frequencies close to the frequencies of the
earthquake (Figure 14.82).
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■

Strong winds or currents can cause
dangerous resonance in structures such
as bridges and towers. This is often
due to the effect of eddies and vortices
as the wind or water flows around the
structures. See Figure 14.81.

oscillating
forces
wind

structure likely

to resonate
To reduce the risk of damage from
resonance engineers can:
■■ Figure 14.81 A steady wind can cause oscillating
forces because of the alternate way in which vortices
■ alter the shape of the structure to change
may be formed
the flow of the air or water past it
■ change the design so that the natural frequencies are not the same as any possible driving
frequencies – this will involve changing the stiffness and mass of the relevant parts of the
structure
■ ensure that there is enough damping in the structure and that it is not too rigid, so that
energy can be dissipated.
■■ Figure 14.82
Resonance may be
one reason why some
buildings collapse in
an earthquake

Nature of Science

Scientists and engineers must ensure that their structures are safe
Damage that might be caused by resonance (or other reasons) in large buildings and other
structures could lead to injuries and death. It is therefore very important that architects and
engineers take every possible step to ensure that such damage is extremely unlikely. Regrettably
there have been many examples around the world where poor design, materials or workmanship
have led to structures collapsing and the loss of life. Mathematical modelling and wind tunnel
tests of scale models may be used to test possible circumstances that could affect a structure, but
a full-scale structure can never be perfectly represented by models, so further tests are usually
carried out on the completed structure.
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Utilizations

Bridges
If you have ever crossed a small suspension
bridge for walkers (Figure 14.83), you
will probably know how easy it is to set
it vibrating with increasing amplitude
by shaking it or stamping your feet at a
certain frequency. This is because it would
be too difficult or expensive to build such
a simple bridge with a natural frequency
that is very different from a frequency that
people can easily reproduce, or to use a
design that incorporated damping features.
The resonance of bridges has been well
understood for many years and the
flexibility of suspension bridges makes
them particularly vulnerable.
The famous collapse of the newly built
Tacoma Narrows Bridge in the USA in
1940 is widely given as a simple example
of resonance caused by the wind,
although this is only part of a much more
complex explanation. More recently,
the Millennium Bridge across the River
Thames in London had to be closed soon
after its opening in June 2000 because of
excessive lateral (sideways) oscillations
due to resonance (Figure 14.84).

■■ Figure 14.83 Walker on a suspension bridge in Nepal

■■ Figure 14.84
The Millennium
Bridge in London
was affected by
resonance

In this case positive feedback was important. The slow oscillations of the bridge made people
sway with the same frequency, and their motion simply increased the forces on the bridge that
were causing resonance. The problem was solved by adding energy-dissipating dampers, but it
was about 18 months before the bridge could reopen.
1 Suggest what is meant by ‘positive feedback’ and give another example.
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Useful resonance
■

■
■

■
■

■

The molecules of certain gases in the atmosphere oscillate at the same frequency as infrared
radiation emitted from the Earth. These gases absorb energy because of resonance; this
results in the planet being warmer than it would be without the gases in the atmosphere.
This is known as the greenhouse effect (Chapter 8).
Radios and TVs around the world are ‘tuned’ by changing the frequency of an electronic
circuit until it matches the driving frequency provided by the transmitted signal.
Your legs can be thought of as pendulums with their own natural frequency. If you walk with
your legs moving at that frequency, energy will be transferred more efficiently and it will be
less tiring (we tend to do this without thinking about it).
Quartz crystals can be made to resonate using electronics – the resulting oscillations are
useful in driving accurate timing devices such as watches and computers.
The sound from musical instruments can be amplified if the vibrations are passed on to a
supporting structure that can resonate at the same frequency. An obvious example would be
the strings on a guitar causing resonance in the box on which they are mounted. Because the
box has a much larger surface area it produces a much louder sound than the string alone.
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a widely used technique for obtaining images of
features inside the human body. Electromagnetic waves of the right frequency (radio waves)
are used to change the spin of protons (hydrogen nuclei) in water molecules.

96 Describe a resonance situation in which a high Q factor is (a) desirable, (b) undesirable.
97 It is claimed that an opera singer can shatter a wine glass using sound resonance. Research the internet for
any video evidence of this effect.
98 A wing mirror on a car resonates at multiples of its natural frequency of 20 Hz.
a Sketch a graph to show the frequency response of the mirror as the rpm (revolutions per minute) of the
car engine increase from 1000 to 4000.
b Suggest how the vibrations of the mirror could be reduced.
c Add a second curve to your graph to show the new frequency response.
99 Explain in detail how resonance is involved in the greenhouse effect.
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Summary of knowledge
■■ 14.1 Rigid bodies and rotational dynamics
■
■
■

■
■
■
■
■
■

■
■

Δθ

From Chapter 6: the angular velocity of an object, ω = Δt . (θ is angular displacement,
usually measured in radians.) Angular velocity has the unit rad s−1.
A torque, Γ, is needed to change the motion of an object that is able to rotate.
The torque provided by a force F, which has a line of action that makes an angle θ with a
line joining the point of application of the force to the axis of rotation (length r) can be
determined from Γ = Fr sin θ. Torque has the unit N m.
Torques can be added together to determine the resultant of more than one torque, but their
‘direction’ (clockwise or anticlockwise) must be taken into consideration.
An object is in rotational equilibrium if it is rotating with a constant angular velocity (or is
at rest). This occurs when there is no resultant torque acting on it.
A couple is the name given to a pair of parallel, equal magnitude forces that have different
lines of action and act in opposite directions, tending to cause rotation.
Resistance to a change of rotational motion of an object is quantified by its moment of
inertia, I, which depends on the distribution of mass around the chosen axis of rotation.
The moment of inertia of a point mass, m, a distance r from its axis of rotation can be
determined from I = mr2. The unit of moment of inertia is kg m2.
The moments of inertia of all other masses can (in principle) be found from summing the
moments of inertia of all their points: I = ∑mr2. Whenever an equation is needed in an
examination for the moment of inertia of a particular shape, it will be provided in the paper.
Δω
A resultant torque will produce an angular acceleration, α = Δt . Angular acceleration has
−2
the unit rad s . Angular acceleration and linear acceleration, a, are linked by: α = ar .
The mathematics (including graphs) of linear motion and rotational motion are very similar.
By analogy with linear motion we can write down the equations of motion for rotations with
constant angular accelerations:

(

■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

(

θ = ωi + ωf t
2
ωf = ωi + αt
θ = ωit + 12 αt2
ωf2 = ωi2 + 2αθ
The gradient of an angular displacement–time graph is equal to the angular velocity.
The gradient of an angular velocity–time graph is equal to the angular acceleration.
The area under an angular velocity–time graph is equal to the change of angular displacement.
Newton’s second law for angular motion: Γ = Iα
Angular momentum, L = Iω. Unit: kg m2 s−1
The total angular momentum of a system is constant provided that no external torques are
acting on it.
The area under a torque–time graph is equal to the change of angular momentum.
Rotational kinetic energy can be calculated from EKrot = 12 Iω2. Many objects have both
rotational and translational kinetic energy. Rolling down a hill is an important example.
When an object, such as a wheel, is rolling (without slipping) the point in contact with the
surface has a zero velocity at that instant. The translational velocity of a rolling wheel equals
the speed of a point on its circumference = ωr.
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■■ 14.2 Thermodynamics
■
■
■
■
■
■

■

■
■
■

■
■
■

■
■

■
■
■
■

■

■

Heat engines use the expansion of a gas (when supplied with thermal energy) to do useful
mechanical work. Heat engines must work in repeating cycles.
Changes of state of a gas can be represented on pV diagrams.
The gas is known as the system; everything else is called the surroundings.
The equation of state for an ideal gas can be used to predict what happens when a gas
changes state: pV = nRT.
The internal energy, U, of an ideal gas is just the translational kinetic energy of its molecules.
It can be calculated from U = 32 nRT.
When a fixed mass of gas is compressed or expands, the work done (on or by the gas) can be
determined from W = pΔV, if the pressure is constant. If the pressure varies, the work done
can be determined from the area under a pV diagram.
During a heat engine cycle, each change of state of the gas (system) can usually be
approximated to one of four types:
Isothermal processes occur at constant temperature, so there is no change to the internal
energy of the gas (ΔU = 0); pV = constant (Boyle’s law).
Isovolumetric processes occur at constant volume, so there is no work done (W = 0).
Adiabatic processes
occur when no thermal energy is transferred to or from the gas
5
(Q = 0); pV 3 = constant.
Isobaric changes occur at constant pressure.
The successive stages of a thermodynamic cycle can be represented by characteristic lines on
pV diagrams.
Real changes to a gas may be approximately adiabatic if they are done quickly and are well
insulated. Isothermal changes need to be done slowly.
The principle of conservation of energy can be applied to each change of state:
Q = ΔU + W. This is known as the first law of thermodynamics. The meanings of the signs
of these three terms need to be clearly understood.
In a cyclical process, the net work done by a gas is equal to the area enclosed on the pV diagram.
The efficiency of any process, η = useful work done/energy input.
The most efficient thermodynamic cycle is known as the Carnot cycle. It involves two
adiabatic changes and two isothermal changes, which can be represented on a pV diagram.
Thermal energy is absorbed during the isothermal expansion as the gas does work on the
surroundings. Thermal energy is released during the isothermal compression.
The efficiency of a Carnot cycle depends on the temperatures involved: ηCarnot = 1 − (Tcold/Thot).
Left to themselves, ordered things naturally become disordered. Because of the random,
uncontrollable nature of uncountable molecular motions and energy transfers, everything
that ever happens in the universe increases overall molecular and energy disorder.
Because of this, useful energy always becomes degraded as it gets dissipated into the
surroundings. (It cannot be recovered to do any useful work.)
Entropy is a numerical measure of the disorder of a system.
The second law of thermodynamics summarises these ideas – all processes increase the
entropy of an isolated system (and the universe as a whole).
The second law can also be stated as: (i) when extracting energy from a heat reservoir, it is
impossible to covert it all into work; (ii) thermal energy cannot spontaneously transfer from a
region of lower temperature to a region of higher temperature.
It is possible to reduce entropy artificially on a local scale, for example by freezing water or
growing a plant, but the energy dissipated from the system will always increase the entropy of
the surroundings even more.
The change in entropy of a system, ΔS, when thermal energy ΔQ is added or removed at a
constant temperature T(K), can be calculated from ΔS = ΔQ/T. The units of entropy are J K−1.
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■■ 14.3 Fluids and fluid dynamics
■
■

■

■
■

■

■

■
■
■
■

■

■

■
■

■
■
■
■
■

A fluid (liquid or gas) exerts a pressure in all directions, including upwards.
The magnitude of the pressure, p, in a fluid can be determined from the weight of fluid
pressing down on an area. This leads to the equation p = ρfgd, where ρf is the density of
the fluid and d is the depth of the fluid. This pressure is independent of the shape of any
container in which the fluid may be placed.
If a surface is under two (or more) fluids, the total pressure is found from the sum of the
individual pressures. Most commonly, the pressure under a liquid exposed to the atmosphere,
p = p0 + ρfgd, where p0 is atmospheric pressure.
Buoyancy is the ability of a fluid to provide a vertical upwards force on an object placed in,
or on, the fluid. This force is sometimes called upthrust.
The buoyancy force on an object, B, arises because of the difference in pressures between the
top and bottom of the object, B = ρfVfg. This can be expressed in words – when an object is
wholly or partially immersed in a fluid, it experiences an upthrust (buoyancy force) equal to
the weight of the fluid displaced.
Because any liquid is incompressible and its molecular motions are random, we can state the
following principle: a pressure exerted anywhere in an enclosed static liquid will be transferred
equally to all other parts of the liquid (ignoring any differences caused by changes in depth).
Hydraulic machinery uses liquids in pipes (often flexible) to transfer pressure. Because
p = F/A, and the pressure is constant, the magnitude of forces can be increased (or decreased)
by choosing different areas.
A fluid is in hydrostatic equilibrium if it is either at rest, or if any parts of it that are moving
have a constant velocity.
An ideal fluid is incompressible and has a steady, non-viscous flow. It may be visualised as
layers of fluid sliding over each other (laminar flow).
Streamlines are lines that show the paths that (mass-less) objects would follow if they were placed
in the flow of a fluid. A tangent to a streamline shows the velocity vector of flow at that point.
If streamlines get closer together the fluid must have a higher velocity, v. This is also
represented in the continuity equation: Av = constant, where A is the cross-sectional area of
the enclosed system.
The Bernoulli equation describes the steady flow of an ideal fluid of density ρ in any
system. It includes pressure differences and variations in flow speed, v, and depth, z:
1 ρv2 + ρgz + p = constant.
2
For fluids flowing horizontally, the Bernoulli equation reduces to 12 ρv2 + p = constant. This
shows us that if an (ideal) fluid is flowing horizontally, or an object is moving horizontally
through a fluid without turbulence, there must be a decrease in pressure wherever the speed
increases. This is known as the Bernoulli effect and it has many applications including
aerofoils, spinning balls and Venturi tubes.
Pitot tubes are used for measuring the speed of fluid flow (for example through a pipe), or the
speed of an object through a fluid.
For a fluid flowing freely out of a hole in an open container, the Bernoulli equation reduces
to 12 ρv2 = ρgz.
Viscosity, η, can be considered as a measure of a fluid’s resistance to flow. Unit: Pa s
Stokes’s law can be used to calculate a force of viscous drag, FD. It only applies to smooth,
spherical objects experiencing streamlined flow: FD = 6πηrv.
Stokes’s law is often used to determine viscosity, using data from experiments involving the
terminal speed of falling objects.
The maximum possible speed of laminar fluid flow (or the speed of an object through a
stationary fluid) can be predicted using a guide called the Reynolds number, R.
R = vrρ/η. Turbulence will occur if R exceeds a certain value for any particular system. As a
generalised guide, if R < 1000 we can expect laminar flow.
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■■ 14.4 Forced vibrations and resonance
■
■

■
■

■

■

■
■

■
■
■

When they are disturbed, most objects and structures have a natural frequency (or
frequencies) at which they will oscillate.
Frictional forces reduce the speeds and amplitudes of oscillation and dissipate energy. This
process is called damping and it can occur to very different degrees in different systems. It
may be desirable or unwanted.
The energy of an oscillator is proportional to its amplitude squared (from Chapter 4).
Because of damping, successive amplitudes of a system oscillating naturally will get smaller
and smaller. The ratio of successive amplitudes may be considered to be constant, so that the
decrease in amplitude with time is described as exponential.
The Q (quality) factor of an oscillator is a way of representing the degree of damping
involved: Q = 2π(energy stored in oscillator/energy dissipated per cycle). This is a ratio and
has no unit.
Critical damping occurs when a system returns relatively quickly to its equilibrium position
without passing through it. The Q factor for critical damping is usually quoted to be about
0.5, which suggests that most of the energy of the oscillator is dissipated in much less than
one time period.
Over-damped and under-damped systems can also be identified, and all three types of
damping compared on an amplitude–time graph.
Objects are commonly exposed to forces from external vibrations. If the external force has
the same frequency as the natural frequency of the object (and is in phase with it), energy is
efficiently transferred and the amplitude increases. This is called resonance.
The degree of damping (Q factor) determines whether any resonance effects are significant.
Frequency–response graphs can be drawn to represent resonance in systems with different
degrees of damping.
For a resonating system oscillating steadily, the Q factor can be related to resonant frequency
by the equation Q = 2π × resonant frequency × (energy stored in oscillator/power loss).



Examination questions

■■ Examination questions – a selection
Paper 3 IB questions and IB style questions
Q1 a Explain the meaning of rotational equilibrium.
(2)
b The diagram shows a vector arrow representing a force acting at point P on a triangular object that is
free to rotate about an axis. Determine the value of the force F that will produce a torque of 3.4 N m. (2)
23 cm

axis of
rotation
Q

40º
F

P

c If the object is initially at rest and has a moment of inertia of 1.6 kg m2, determine the time
needed for a constant torque of 2.9 N m to move the object through three complete revolutions.
(3)
d Make a copy of the diagram and add to it a vector arrow for any single force acting at Q that
will keep the object in rotational equilibrium.
(2)
Q2 a	Explain why a hollow sphere has a greater moment of inertia about an axis through its centre than
a solid sphere that has the same material and mass.
(2)
b If these two spheres rolled down the same slope from rest, which would have the greater
linear speed at the bottom of the slope? Explain your answer.
(2)
c Calculate the rotational kinetic energy of a solid sphere rotating at a frequency of 15 Hz if it has
a mass of 2.65 kg and a diameter of 16.0 cm. (moment of inertia = (2/5)mr 2)(3)
Q3 a Define angular momentum.
(1)
b Consider the oscillations of a simple pendulum that is released from position A, as shown in
the diagram.

A

i

Sketch a graph to show how the angular velocity of the pendulum varies with time during the
first two complete oscillations.
(3)
ii The angular velocity of the pendulum varies continuously. Explain why its angular velocity is not
conserved.(2)
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c Two balls of equal mass are moving at constant speeds in opposite directions on a frictionless horizontal
circular track, as shown in the diagram.

76 cm s–1

45 cm

42cm s–1

45 cm

When they meet the collision is a totally (perfectly) inelastic. Determine the magnitude and direction of
their angular velocities after the collision.
(3)
Q4 a An ideal gas is contained in a cylinder by means of a frictionless piston.
		
At temperature 290 K and pressure 4.8 × 105 Pa, the gas has volume 9.2 × 10 –4 m3.
cylinder

piston

ideal gas

i Calculate the number of moles of gas.
(2)
ii	
The gas is compressed isothermally to a volume of 2.3 × 10 –4 m3. Determine the pressure
P of the gas.
(2)
iii	
The gas is now heated at constant volume to a temperature of 420 K. Show
P
that the pressure of the gas is now 2.8 × 106 Pa.
(1)
b	
The gas in a iii is now expanded adiabatically so that its temperature and
pressure return to 290 K and 4.8 × 105 Pa respectively. This state is shown as
point A.
A
c i	Copy the graph and sketch a pressure–volume (P–V) diagram for the changes
in a ii, a iii and b.(3)
V
ii	
On your diagram in c i, identify with the letter H any change or changes
where the gas does external work on its surroundings.
(1)
iii	
Describe how a P–V diagram may be used to estimate a value for the useful work done in one cycle
of operation of an engine.
(2)
© IB Organization

Q5 a An ideal gas is contained in a cylinder by means of a piston, as shown below.
cylinder

piston

ideal gas

		
The piston is pushed quickly into the cylinder.
		
For the resulting change of state of the gas:
i state, and explain, whether the change is isovolumetric, isobaric or adiabatic
ii use the molecular model of an ideal gas to explain why the temperature of the gas changes.

(2)
(3)



Examination questions
b A heat engine operates between a high-temperature source and a sink at a lower temperature,
as shown below.

source

engine

W

680 J
sink

The overall efficiency of the engine is 15%. The engine transfers 680 J of energy to the sink.
i Determine the work W done by the engine.
ii	
There is a gain in entropy as a result of the engine doing work W. Identify two further entropy
changes and, by reference to the second law of thermodynamics, state how the three changes
are related.

(2)
(4)

© IB Organization

Higher Level only
Q6	
In March 2012 the movie director James Cameron descended in a vehicle to a depth of almost
11 km below the surface of the Pacific Ocean.
a i	Estimate the pressure exerted on the vehicle by the sea water at this depth
(density = 1025 kg m −3).(2)
ii Explain why it is unnecessary to include the atmospheric pressure in the previous calculation.
(1)
iii What force is acting inwards on each square centimetre of the vehicle’s surface?
(1)
b i Explain why the vehicle experiences an upthrust from the surrounding water.
(2)
ii Calculate the upthrust on a vehicle of volume 15 m3 at this depth.
(2)
c Suggest how a submarine is able to change its depth under the surface of the ocean.
(1)
Q7	
The equation FD = 6πηrv (Stokes’s law) can be used to determine the viscous drag, FD, on an object
moving through a fluid under certain circumstances.
a i Explain the meaning of the term viscosity.(1)
ii	Under what circumstances can this equation be applied to the motion of a smooth,
spherical object?
(1)
b A metal sphere of radius 1.0 mm and density 3.7 × 103 kg m−3 falls vertically through oil at a constant
speed.
i Determine the buoyancy force on the sphere if the density of the oil is 910 kg m−3.(2)
ii Determine the speed of the sphere if the viscosity of the oil is 0.048 Pa s.
(3)
c Estimate the minimum speed of the sphere through the oil that would result in turbulence.
Assume that turbulence occurs if the Reynolds number is greater than 1000.
(2)
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Q8 A mass of 1 kg is hanging on a spring that has a force constant of 20 N m−1.
a Show that the natural frequency of vibration of this system is approximately 0.7 Hz.
b The spring and mass are then vibrated, as shown in the diagram, by a vibration generator.
The frequency supplied by the signal generator is varied from 0 Hz to 2 Hz. Sketch a graph to
show how the amplitude of the oscillations of the mass changes over this range of frequencies.

(1)
(3)

vibration
generator
signal
generator
spring

mass = 1.050 kg

c	
The experiment is then repeated with the mass immersed in some water in a beaker. On the same
axes as your previous graph, draw another graph to show the variation of amplitude of the mass
in water when the signal generator is operated at the same power as in c.(2)
d	
Masses vibrating on springs can be used as models for molecular oscillations. Outline how molecular
resonance can be used to explain how ‘greenhouse gases’ can absorb energy radiated from the
Earth’s surface.
(3)
Q9 a State what is meant by damped oscillations.
(2)
b i	The following diagram shows how the displacement of an oscillating system varies with time.
State the type of damping shown.
(1)
ii	
Take measurements from the diagram to determine whether the amplitude of the oscillation
decreases exponentially with time.
(3)
Displacement/cm
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c Estimate the Q factor of the system.

(2)

